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AGREEMENT 
.._ Q day 
of September, 198 7, by and between 2I0NS FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
(hereinafter "Zions"), 4447 ASSOCIATES, a Utah General 
Partnership (hereinafter •4447"), BERTAGNOLE INVESTMENT 
COMPANY LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, a Utah Limited Partnership 
(hereinafter "BIC"), BERTAGNOLE PROPERTIES, a Utah Limited 
Partnership (hereinafter "BP"), LEO BERTAGNOLE, HAROLD 
BERTAGNOLE, GENE BERTAGNOLE, and JAY BERTAGNOLE (hereinafter 
collectively referred * • as "Bertagnoles") , EMANUEL A. FLOOR 
(hereinafter "Floor") , and RICHARD A. CHRISTENSON 
(hereinafter "Christenson"). Zions and 4447 are sometimes 
hereinafter collectively referred to as "Lenders* and BIC,. 
BP, Bertagnoles, and Floor are sometimes hereinafter 
collectively referred to as "Borrowers". 
WITNESSETH 
WHEREAS, on March 14, 1983, Zions loaned the sum of 
$3,015,000*00 to BIC, BP, Christenson and FranJclin Financial 
(hereinafter sometimes referred to as "Loan #1") as evidenced 
by that certain Promissory Note dated March 14, 1983, as 
renewed by that certain Promissory Note dated March 14, 1984, 
as amended by that certain Extension and Modification 
Agreement dated March 27, 1985, and that certain Supplemental 
Deed of Trust and Note Modification Agreement dated June 24, 
1986. Such Note was secured by some of the various parcels 
of real property described below; and 
WHEREAS, on June 8, 1984, Zions loaned the sum of 
$1,389,418.76 to BIC and BP (hereinafter sometimes referred 
to as "Loan #2") as evidenced by that certain Promissory Note 
dated June 8, 1984, as amended by that certain Extension and 
Modification Agreement dated December 31, 1985, and that 
certain Supplemental Deed of Trust and Note Modification 
Agreement dated June 24, 1986. Such Note was secured by some 
of the various parcels of real property described below; and 
WHEREAS, on September 28, 1984, Zions loaned the sum of 
$1,000,000.00 to Capitol Thrift & Loan Company (hereinafter 
sometimes referred to as MLoan #3") as evidenced by that 
certain Promissory Note dated September 28, 1984. Such note 
was secured by some of the various parcels of the real 
property described below; and 
WHEREAS, on May 17, 1984, Valley Bank and Trust Company 
loaned the sum of $833,510.52 to BIC and BP (hereinafter 
sometimes referred to as Loan #4) as evidenced by that 
certain Promissory Note dated May 17, 1984. Such Note was 
secured by . some of the various parcels of real property 
described below. A portion of such Note, and certain 
security therefor, have been previously assigned from Valley 
Bank and Trust Company to 4447 on July 30, 1987. 
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WHEREAS, 4447 has acquired from Zions a participation in 
the payee's interest in Loans #1, #2, and #3 set forth above; 
and 
WHEREAS, default has occurred in t&e repayment of the 
obligations on Loans #1, #2, #3 and #4; ahd 
WHEREAS, BP ias- filed a Chapter 11 Petition for 
Bankruptcy in the United States Bankruptcy Court for the 
District of Utah on May 7, 1987 (#87C-02269) ; and 
WHEREAS, BIC has filed a Chapter 11 Petition for 
Bankruptcy in the United States Bankruptcy Court for the 
District of Utah on February 20, 1987 (#87C-00814); and 
WHEREAS, the Bertagnoles and Floor are general partners 
in BIC and each of the Bertagnoles have filed Chapter 11 
Petitions in the United States Bankruptcy Court for the 
District of Utah; and 
WHEREAS, the parties hereto have previously executed a 
"Settlement Agreement" on July 3, 1987, which Agreement 
preliminarily set forth the agreement of the parties, which 
Settlement Agreement contemplated the execution of this more 
formal, comprehensive agreement between the parties, and 
which prior Settlement Agreement is superceded by the terms 
of this Agreement; and 
WHEREAS, subject to the various court approvals 
necessary to effectuate the agreement of the parties as set 
forth herein, the parties hereto desire to enter into this 
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Agreement to settle such defaults, to transfer various 
properties in satisfaction of loan obligations, and to 
release each other from further liability in connection with 
the loans, all subject to the following terms and conditions: 
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual 
covenants, obligations, releases and transfers set forth 
herein, the parties hereto agree as follows: 
1. Definitions, For purposes of this Agreement, the 
following definitions shall apply: 
a. Real Property, The following real property is 
subject to this Agreement and defined as set forth 
below: 
(1) The "Tooele Property11 shall mean that 
certain real property located in Tooele County, 
Stare of Utah, consisting of approximately 3,492,32 
acres, the legal description of which is attached 
hereto as Exhibit ,fAw and incorporated herein by 
reference* Fee ownership of such property is 
presently vested in the name of Overthrust Oil & 
Gas Co. 
(2) The "Ximbaii Property" shall mean that 
certain real property located in Salt Lake City, 
Salt Lake County, State of Utah, located at 
approximately 150 North Main Street, the legal 
description of which is attached hereto as 
Exhibit f,B" and incorporated herein by reference. 
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Fee ownership of such property is presently vested 
in the name of Kimball Associates, a Utah 
corporation (which is also in Chapter XI bankruptcy 
at the present time)• 
(3) The "North Park Property11 shall mean that 
certain real property located In Summit and Wasatch 
Counties, State of Utah, consisting of 
approximately 5,340 acres near the Silver Creek 
Junction of Interstate 80, the legal description of 
which is attached hereto as Exhibit *C" and 
incorporated herein by reference. Fee ownership of 
such property is presently vested in the name of 
Bertagnole Properties, 
(4) The "Redwood Road Property * shall mean 
that certain real property located at approximately 
2395 South Redwood Road in Woods Cross, Davis 
County, State of Utah, consisting of (a) an 
undivided 66,70% interest in that certain 40-acre 
parcel described in and encumbered by that certain 
Trust Deed dated March 14, 193$, recorded March 15, 
1983, in the office of the Davis County Recorder as 
Entry No. 635222 (the undivided 66.70% - fee 
ownership of such property is presently vested in 
the name of Bertagnole Properties) ; and (b) an 
undivided 66.70% interest in the approximate 10 
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acres fronting Redwood Road immediately adjacent to 
the 40 acres described above; the legal description 
to all of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "D" 
and incorporated herein by reference • 
(5) The "Deer Hollow Property11 shall mean 
that certain real property located in Morgan 
County, State of Utah, consisting of approximately 
160 acres, the legal description of which is 
attached hereto as Exhibit n*En and incorporated 
herein by reference. Fee ownership of such 
property is not presently vested in the name of 
Christenson but can be obtained by Christenson to 
fulfill the terms of this Agreement* 
(6) The properties'1 shall mean the Tooele, 
Kimball, North Park, Redwood Road and Deer Hollow 
properties. 
b. Miscellaneous. The following miscellaneous 
terms are defined as follows: 
(1) "Mineral Rights" shall mean all oil, gas, 
and other mineral rights (appertaining to the North 
Park and Tooele Properties) which were owned and/or 
controlled by BIC or BP as of or after the dates 
the particular properties affected thereby were 
secured by trust deeds to either Zions or Valley 
Bank and Trust Company, as the case may be. 
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(2) "Water Rights" shall mean all rights to 
the use of water as may be evidenced by beneficial 
use of water on the North Park and Tooele 
Properties and as may be evidenced by diligence 
claims, water user claims, certificates of 
appropriation, applications to appropriate 
governing authorities (whether approved or 
unapproved), exchange applications (whether 
approved or unapproved), water stock, or contracts 
which were owned and/or controlled by BIG or BP as 
of or after the dates the particular property 
affected thereby was secured by trust deed 
to either 2ions or Valley Bank and Trust Company, 
as the case may be-
(3) "North Park Property Leases" shall mean 
and encompass the following: 
(a) that certain Lease between 
Overthrust Oil & Gas Corporation, as Lessor, 
and Conoco, Inc., as Lessee, dated October 10, 
1983; and 
(b) that certain Grazing Lease between 
Overthrust Oil & Gas Corproation and Steve 
Peitrson affecting Section 35 of the North 
Park Property* 
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2. Transfers and/or Sales. Borrowers aind Christenson 
agree to stipulate to the entry of an Order by the Bankruptcy 
Court to allow a sale of the Tooele, North Pairk and Redwood 
Road Properties pursuant to Section 363 of the U,S* 
Bankruptcy Code and the Lenders1 Trust Deeds on such 
properties . In the event the Bankruptcy Court refuses to 
allow a Section 363 sale of any or all of such properties, 
Borrowers and Christenson hereby agree to stipulate to relief 
from the automatic stay of bankruptcy to allow a foreclosure 
of such Trust Deeds on the properties under aipplicable state 
law. Borrowers and Christenson hereby waive any defense, 
claim, or legal right to object to the validity of the lien 
interest of Lenders, that any foreclosure would violate the 
one-action rule, or that Lenders are otherwise unable to 
foreclose on such properties. Prior to any Section 363 sale 
of the North Park Property, BIC and BP will arrange a 
Reconveyance of that certain Trust Deed relating to Section 
35 thereof, dated August 2, 1985, in favor of Shirley Thorup, 
Trustee, in the original amount of $40,000.00. 
The 10-acre portion of the "Redwood Road Property11 shall 
be conveyed to Lenders by BIC by way of Special Warranty Deed 
if the sale • of said 10-acre portion pursuant to 11 U.S.C. 
Section 363 is not approved. 
Christenson agrees to transfer to Lenders, by way of 
Warranty Deed, the "Deer Hollow Property", free and clear of 
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all liens and encumbrances, other than those specified in the 
attached Exhibit "F". Such conveyance shall be subject to a 
one-year option in favor of Christenson or his designee to 
repurchase such property for the sum of $200,000• 
Borrowers and Christenson shall also use best efforts to 
cause the issuance of an Amended and Restated First Trust 
Deed on the "Kimball Property", in the form attached hereto 
as Exhibit "G", secured by a renewal Prpmissory Note to be 
executed by the owner thereof (Kimball Associates), in the 
form attached hereto as Exhibit "H", in the original 
principle amount of $350,000.00, with interest-only payments 
at 8-1/2% per annum and a five-year call. Simultaneous with 
the issuance of the Amended and Restated £irst Trust Deed on 
the "Kimball Property11, Zions and 4447 agpee to reconvey the 
Trust Deeds in favor of Zions and presently securing Loan #1 
and Loan #3 which presently encumber the kimball Property and 
the property immediately adjacent thereto. 
Borrowers and Christenson also agree to use best efforts 
to cause the transfer, to Lenders, of ajll "Mineral Rights" 
and "Water Rights", as respectively dtefined in Sections 
l.b(l) and l.b(2) of this Agreement, relating to the Tooele 
and North ParJc Properties. 
3. Assignment of Leases. Borrowerb agree to transfer 
and assign the Lenders, or otherwise ufse best efforts to 
cause the transfer and assignment, of &nv and all leases 
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affecting the North Park, Deer Hollow, or Redwood Road 
properties. Copies of the presently identified leases are 
attached hereto as Exhibit "I" and incorporated herein by 
reference. It is agreed and understood that all payments 
previously received on such payments shall belong to the 
persons or entities having received the same, and that there 
shall be no proration of future lease payments—the same to 
belong to Lenders. 
4. Mineral and Water Rights Transfer? Stock Transfer 
and Pledge. On or before October 31, 1987, Borrowers shall 
use best efforts to cause the Mineral Rights and the Water 
Rights to be transferred to the Lenders, free and clear of 
any and all liens, claims and encumbrances. It is 
acknowledged that some or all of the Mineral Rights and the 
Water Rights to be transferred to Lenders are owned by 
Overthrust or other third parties which are not parties to 
this Agreement-
Subject to Bankruptcy Court approval, Borrowers agree to 
cause the transfer to Lenders at the time of execution hereof 
Ten Million (10,000,000) shares of the common Stock (the 
"shares11) of Overthrust Oil & Gas Company, a Utah corporation 
("Overthrust*). 
As additional consideration for this settlement, and 
subject to the transfer of the Mineral Rights and the Water 
Rights to the Lenders as hereinafter provided, within the 
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time provided, Lenders agree to grant to BIC, or its assigns, 
an option in form satisfactory to Lenders to repurchase such 
shares at any time durii^ .,J2ie_five (5) years following the 
date on which occurs the latter of the transfer to the 
Lenders of the Mineral Rights or the transfer to the Lenders 
of the Water Rights at an option price of Ten Cents ($.10) 
per share. Borrowers covenant that the person or entity 
transferring.any, jaortion_of the shares to Lenders has good 
and marketable title to such shares, free and clear of all 
liens, claims and encumbrances of whatever nature or 
description. 
5. Option to Repurchase and Right of First Refusal 
on North Park Property. For a period Calculated from the 
data of recordation of the transfer jof the North Park 
Property to the Lenders, Lenders grant to Borrowers a sole 
six (6) month right to repurchase the North Park Property at 
a price calculated as follows: 
(1) The combined total owing to Zions and 4447 on 
notes secured by the North Park ;Property, including 
accrued interest, costs and fees tjhrough the date of 
redemption; (2) reduced by credits for the $350,000 note 
given on the Kimball Property, the Tooele Property 
valued at $50 per acre (or sale price in the event a 
Section 363 foreclosure of the tooele property is 
completed) and the value of the Redwood Road Property 
(agreed to be $155,000); (3) all of the foregoing, plus 
the statutory 6% applicable to rights of redemption 
under the laws of the State of Utah. 
Any exercise of this right of repurchase must include the 
entire acreage, although Lenders shall have the right, in 
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their sole discretion, to consider partial release of 
acreage. 
Upon the expiration of the six-month repurchase period 
referred to above, Borrowers shall thereafter have an 
additional eighteen (18) month right of first refusal to 
match any bona fide offer on the North Park Property, or any 
portion thereof, that is received and accepted by the Lenders 
subject to such right of first refusal, and shall have a 
thirty (30) day period following the receipt of. written 
notice of any such offer in which to match any such offer. 
6. First Security Financial Litigation. With respect 
to the litigation that has been initiated by Lenders against 
First Security Financial with respect to the collection of a 
certain Asset Purchase Agreement between Christenscn and 
First Security Financial, it is understood and agreed that 
said Asset Purchase Agreement and any cause cf action against 
First Security Financial arising thereunder have been 
unconditionally assigned to Zions, It is agreed that 
Christenson will cooperate fully- in giving assistance to 
Zions in connection with said litigation, including without 
limitation, giving Zions access to all documents and 
information available to Christenson relating to the Asset 
Purchase Agreement and the transaction between Christenson 
and First Security Financial relating to said Asset Purchase 
Agreement; provided, however, Zions acknowledges that a 
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Settlement Agreement between First Security Financial and 
Christenson requires Christenson to k^ep such Settlement 
Agreement confidential, and Zions agrees that Christenson 
shall not be required to violate the ter*s of such Settlement 
Agreement and shall not violate any laws|or any other duties 
he may have in connection with his cooperation with Zions. 
It is also agreed and understood that no credit will be given 
to the Borrowers for any amount received by Zions and 4447 as 
a result of such litigation, except that the full amount of 
any such amount received by Zions and 4447 shall be credited 
against the total amount owing by the Borrowers to Zions and 
4447 (the "Total Zions Indebtedness11) in the event the 
Borrowers pay off the Total Zions Indebtedness within the six 
(€) month period contemplated by paragraph 5 herein. 
7. Real Prooertv Taxes. Lenders 4<?ree to accent the agi 
Tooele, North Park, Redwood Road and Deer Hollow properties 
subject to outstanding delinquent real ptfoperry taxes on all 
of said properties of up to an aggregate amount of $15,000. 
Any outstanding and delinquent taxes in excess of such amount 
shall be paid by Borrowers at closing. 
8* Miscellaneous. 
a. The parties agree that the terms of this 
Agreement shall be kept confidential. In addition, the 
terms of any final conveyances and Settlement shall also 
be kept confidential, except fc^ r the disclosures 
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necessary to the bankruptcy court to accomplish, the 
intent of this Agreement. 
b. This Agreement is also subject to the 
cooperation and performance of persons or entities not a 
party to this Agreement to accomplish the intent hereof. 
This Agreement is also subject to obtaining the various 
bankruptcy approvals contemplated herein. Furthermore, 
this Agreement is subject to the transfer to Lenders of 
the mineral and water rights referred to above, to the 
satisfaction of Lenders, as well as the removal of the 
Shirley Thorup Trust Deed described above in 
paragraph 2. 
c. Closing of this Agreement shall occur in the 
offices of Allen Nelson Hardy & Evans at 215 South State 
Street, Suite 700, Salt Lake City, Utah, on Tsidcr?, K «,, 
-Jcgtjimacr 13, 1987, at the hour of 3:00 o'clock p.m. A C^7 
condition precedent of closing of the transfers TQ 
contemplated herein is that Borrowers and Christenson /<LS 
Vi 
deliver all Assignments, Deeds, and necessary documents & 
Jy 
to perform their obligations hereunder* Any documents ^; 
executed to accomplish the intent of this Agreement 
shall be held in escrow until all documents have been 
executed, title reports have been updated, any necessary 
bankruptcy court approvals or other conditions herein 
have been accomplished. In the event any requirement of 
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this Agreement cannot be achieved, and is not waived by 
both of the Lenders, the entire Agreement shall be 
thereafter null and void at the option of either Zions 
or 4447, and in such an event, amy executed documents 
shall be returned to the party executing the same. 
Lenders shall have the right, but not the obligation, to 
waive any condition precedent to eloping and to proceed 
with the closing notwithstanding the failure of 
Borrowers to complete any condition precedent of 
closing. 
d. Christenson agrees to use his best efforts to 
assist Lenders to obtain the interest of any other 
parties who may continue to have an interest in the 
Redwood Road Property by way of sale, exchange, or other 
transfer on terms acceptable to Lenders. 
e. It is agreed between Lenders and Christenson 
that to the- extent provided in the next sentence herein, 
the release by Lenders of any deficiency judgment 
liability against Christenson is conditioned upon the 
accuracy of the deposition testimony of Christenson 
given pursuant to that deposition taken June 15, 1987. 
In tlie event that it is subsequently determined that any 
information provided at such deposition is knowingly 
inaccurate or contains any material ^misrepresentation as 
to his personal assets, liabilities and net worth, any 
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release of Christenson from further liability pursuant 
to this Agreement shall be void. 
9. General * Releases. Upon the transfer and 
recordation of the documents required herein ,  it is agreed 
that Lenders on the one hand and Borrowers, Christenson, 
Franklin Financial, Capitol Thrift and Loan and the trustees 
of CAPE TRUST, a qualified pension and profit sharing plan, 
on the other hand, shall be mutually released from amy and 
all obligation and liability to each other in connection 
with, or in any way related to, Loans #1, #2, #3, and #4, 
except for amy duties, responsibilities, and rights set forth 
in this Agreement and documents and instruments executed in 
connection herewith. In such an event. Lenders specifically 
acknowledge that Borrowers1 and Christensonfs personal 
obligations under such Loans will be terminated and Lendersf 
sole remedy shall be against the real properties which are 
the subject of this Agreement. 
10. Representations and Warranties of Borrowers. 
Borrowers represent, warrant and covenant to Lenders as 
follows: 
a. Each of the Borrowers will cooperate to obtain 
the requisite Bankruptcy Court approvals described 
herein, and each is authorized with power to enter into 
and carry out the terms of this Agreement. 
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b* The tenant leases set forth in Exhibit "Iw 
attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference 
comprise all of the leases relating to all or any 
portion of the properties. To the best of Borrowers• 
knowledge, said tenant leases are each in good standing, 
valid and in full force and effect. None of said leases 
are in default and there are no conditions other than 
those previously disclosed to Lenders in writing which 
in the passage of time may constitute a default of any 
of the leases. 
The foregoing representations an<i warranties shall 
survive the closing hereof. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed 
this Agreement, effective the day, month and year first above 
written. 
ZIONS FIRSt NATIONAL BANK 
Its: I :\ VI 
4447 ASSOCIATES 
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RDK-040 
9/18/87 
BERTAGNOLE INVESTMENT COMPANY 
B 
By: /V^, ^f/?.JZL 
Its: ^ ,, ,^z_ y*L^JZl 
BERTAGNOLE PROPERTIES 
BERTAGNOLE INVESTMENT COMPANY, 
Its general partner 
I t s : UVfly cj^wJLVUO fr^yCfiuf 
Its: ^ w — .^ *'p^ , . /*^-^<?t 
4^;Xw^<^C \^4%L^O*-~s 
RICH^RD/Ay CHRISTSNSON 
y HAROLD BERTAGNOI 
GSSE BERTAGNOLZ 
>^5AY BERTAGNOLE U 
EMANUEL A. FLOOR 
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EXHIBIT "A" 
(Tooele Property 
The following property located in Tooele County, State of 
Utah: 
PARCEL I: 
Northwest 1/4 of the Northeast 1/4, Noifthwest 1/4, Lots 2 and 
3, of Section 27, Township 4 South, R^nge 5 West, Salt Lake 
Meridian. j 
The part of the Southeast 1/4 of Section 17, Township 4 
South, Range 5 West, lying Southerly o£ Division Line. 
That part of Section 21, Township 4 Soxith, Range 5 West, Salt 
Lake Meridian, lying Southerly of Division Line. 
North 1/2 of the Northeast 1/4, Southeast 1/4 of the 
Northeast 1/4 of Section 29, Township 4\ South, Range 5 West, 
Salt Lake Meridian. 
That part of Section 22, Township 4 South, Range 5 West, 
lying Southerly of Division Line. 
North 1/2 of the Northwest 1/4, Northwest 1/4 of the 
Northeast 1/4 of Section 23, Township 4| 
Salt Lake Meridian. 
South, Range 5 West, 
That part of the South 1/2 of Section :15, Township 4 South, 
Range 5 West, Salt Lake Meridian, lyipg South of Division 
Line. 
North 1/2 of Section 23, Township 4 Soufth, Range 5 West, Salt 
Lake Meridian. 
That part of East 1/2 of Section 20, Toimship 4 South, Range 
5 West, Salt Lake Meridian, lying Southerly of Division Line. 
That part of West 1/2 of the West 1/2 of Section 14, Township 
4 South, Range 5 West, Salt Lake Meridian, lying Southerly 
from Division Line, Less 15 acres to Ani Conda. 
Also that portion of the following described tracts lying 
Northerly from the Division Line particularly described as 
follows, and located in Township 4 South, Range 5 West, Salt 
Lake Meridian: 
Beginning at the highest ridge line of|the West Boundary of 
the Southwest 1/4, Southeast 1/4 of Section 17 and running in 
a Southeasterly direction along said tidge line to a peak 
approximately in the center of Northea$t 1/4 of Section 21 
which peak is shown on a map prepared by the U.S. Department 
of the Interior Geological Survey, covering Stockton, Utah, 
as being 6543 feet high and running thence North 62*30' East 
8976 feet, more or less, to a point on the East boundary of 
the West 1/2 of the West 1/2 of Section 14, which final point 
is approximately on the East-West quarter section line. 
PARCEL 2; 
North 1/2 of Section 16, Township 4 South, Range 5 West, Salt 
Lake Meridian. 
PARCEL 3; 
South 1/2 of Section 35, Township 6 South, Range 5 West, Salt 
Lake Meridian. 
PARCEL 4: 
East 1/2 of the North 1/2 of Section 15, Township 8 South, 
Range 6 West, Salt Lake Meridian. 
PARCEL 5: 
East 1/2 of the Southwest 1/4 of the Northwest 1/4 of 
Section 21, Township 8 South, Range 6 West, Salt Lake 
Meridian. 
PARCEL 6: 
East 1/2 of the East 1/2 of Section 9, Township 8 South, 
Range 6 West, Salt Lake Meridian. 
PARCEL 7; 
East 1/2 of the West 1/2 of Section 12, Township 3 South, 
Range 6 West, Salt Lake Meridian. 
PARCEL 8: 
An undivided 1/2 interest in the North 1/2 of the Northwest 
1/4 of the Southwest 1/4 of Section 3, Township 6 South, 
Range 5 West, Salt Lake Meridian. 
RDK-041 
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EXHIBIT ,fBH 
(Kimball Property) 
The following property located in Salt Lake County, State of 
Utah: 
Condominium Units together with their attached common areas 
which lie in The South 1/2 of: 
Beginning at a point 37.25 feet South from the Southwest 
corner of Lot 4, Block 93, Plat "A" Salt Lake City 
Survey, and running thence East 298 feet; thence North 
13 6.25 feet; thence West 298 feet; thence South 13 6.25 
feet to the place of beginning. 
Said property has been converted tb a condominium under 
the Utah Condominium Ownership Act as Evidenced by a 
Declaration and By-Laws of the Kimball Condominiums 
dated September 22, 1978, and recorded October 20, 1978, 
in Book 4758, Page 303, Entry Nb. 3185154, Official 
Records, and the Record of Survey Map recorded 
October 20, 1978, in Book 78-10, Page 297, Entry 
No. 2185155, Official Records, and as amended in 
subsequent declarations. 
RDK-042 
EXHIBIT "CM 
(North Park Property) 
TOWNSHIP 1 SOUTH, RANGE 4 EAST, SALT LAKE BASE AND MERIDIAN 
SECTION 11: 
SECTION 12: 
SECTION 13: 
SECTION 14: 
SECTION 23: 
SECTION 24: 
SECTION 25: 
SECTION 26: 
SECTION 36: 
TOWNSHIP 1 NORTH, RANGE 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
NE1/4NE1/4; S1/2NE1/4, 
SE1/4NW1/4, NE1/4SW1/4 
Nl/2, SE1/4 
ALL 
ALL, EXCEPT E1/2NE1/4, 
NE1/4, E1/2SE1/4 
ALL 
4 EAST, SALT LAKE BASE 
SE1/4, 
NE1/4SE1/4 
AND MERIDIAN 
SECTION 35: ALL, excepting therefrom: The 
existing interstate highway and 
right of way owned by the State 
of Utah and the existing railroad 
tracks and right of way owned by 
Union Pacific 
RDK-043 
EXHIBIT f,DM 
(Redwood Road Property) 
An undivided 66.70% interest in tl^ e following property 
located in Davis County, State of Utah:I 
Beginning at a point 127 and 8/21 rods and 431.75 feet 
South along the Section line from the Northeast corner 
of Section 24, Township 2 North, Range 1 West, Salt Lake 
Meridian, in the City of Woods Cross, and running thence 
South 431.75 feet along the East line of said section, 
thence North 89#48»31H West 5,044-59 feet along a line 
parallel to the North line of said section, thence North 
431.75 feet, thence South 89*48,31H East 5,044.59 feet 
parallel to the North line of said section to the point 
of beginning. Containing 40.0 acnes, more or less. 
Also, the adjacent 10 acres of real property fronting 
Redwood Road adjacent to the above parcel. 
RDK-044 
EXHIBIT "EH 
(Deer Hollow Property) 
Those portions of Lots 1, 2 and 8, and the South 1/2 of the 
North 1/2 of Section 26, Township 1 North, Range 3 East, Salt 
Lake Base and Meridian, that are in Morgan County, Utah. 
RDK-045 
Authorized Agent of 
1 T1COR T1T16 
' INSURANCE 
370 East Fifth South Salt Lake Cit^, Utah 84111 801 363-8000 
Commitment for Title Insurance 
JOR TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, (a stock company), a California corporation, herein called the Company, for a valuable 
isideration, hereby commits to issue its policy or policies of title insurance, as identified in Schedule A, in favor of the 
posed Insured named in Schedule A, as owner or mortgagee of the estate or interest covered hereby in the land described 
eferred to in Schedule A, upon payment of the premiums and charges therefor; all subject to the provisions of Schedules A 
I 8 and to the Conditions and Stipulations hereof. 
s Commitment shall be effective only when the identity of the proposed Injured and the amount of the policy or policies 
nmitted for have been inserted in Schedule A hereof by the Company, either at the time of the issuance of this 
nmitment or by subsequent endorsement 
s Commitment is preliminary to the issuance of such policy or policies of title insurance and all liability and obligations 
eunder shall cease and terminate one hundred eighty (180) days after the effective date hereof or when the policy or 
cies committed for shall issue, whichever first occurs, provided that the failure to issue such policy or policies is not the 
It of the Company. 
> Commitment shall not be valid or binding until countersigned below by a validating signatory of the Company. 
T1COR TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY 
By 
Attest 
President 
Secretary 
ntersigned: 
AA£/&+J$$k ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Validating Signatory 
^cneauu 
August 1.4, 1987 
Commitment No, 
81689 
Your No. 
skp 
Effective Date of Commitment 
July 9, 1987 a t 8:00 a.m. 
Prepared for: 
Mr* Skip Chrlstensen 
Inquiries should be directed to: 
Premium 
363-8000 T i t l e Of f icer : Michael J . Jensen 
1. Policy or Policies to be issued: Amount 
(a) E3 ALTA Owners Policy - Form B -1970 S $ 
Proposed lnsured:T0 BE DETERMINED 
(b) • ALTA Loan Policy, 1970, (Amended 10/17/70) $ $ _ _ _ _ 
Proposed Insured: 
2. The estate or interest in the land described or referred to in this Commitment and covered herein is a Fee S 
3. Title to said estate or interest in said land is at the effective date hereof vested in: 
ZIONS FIRST NATIONAL BANK, N.A. and 4447 ASSOCIATES, a Utah partnership 
4. The land referred to in this Commitment is located in the County of Morgan 
State of Utah and described as follows: 
Those portions of Lots I , 2 and 3, and the South 1/2 of the North 1/2 of Section 26, 
Township I North, Range 3 East, Salt Lake Base and Meridian, that are In Morgan Coun 
Utah. 
T h p n r p m i i i m cnooif ioH \n ^/•HoHnla A Ic th*» an+tra ^*-i«arno fi^r thfl T7-H^ C^ »-»•»#%!* "n+i** :r^~—.:—--*.:~— -_»-j -r?*j — I— - . -
81639 i>cneau!e B 
The following are the requirements to be complied with: 
1. Instruments necessary to create the estate or interest to be insured must be properly executed, delivered 
and duly filed for record. 
Judgments have been searched In the names of ZIONS FIRST NATIONAL BANK, N.A. and 
4447 ASSOCIATES, a Utah partnership, for the past elqht years and none were found 
of record. 
, Schedule 8 of the policy or policies to be issued will contain exceptions to the following matters unless the 
same are disposed of to the satisfaction of the Company: 
1. Defects, liens, encumbrances, adverse claims or other matters, if any, created, first appearing in the public 
records or attaching subsequent to the effective date hereof but pjior to the date the proposed Insured 
acquires for value of record the estate or interest or mortgage thereon covered by this Commitment. 
2. Standard Exceptions: 
(a) Rights or claims of parties in possession not shown by the public records, 
(b) Easements, or claims of easements, not shown by the public records. 
(c) Encroachments, overlaps, boundary line disputes, or other matters which would be disclosed by an 
accurate survey or inspection of the premises. 
(d) Any lien, or right to a lien, for services, labor, or material heretofore or hereafter furnished, imposed 
by law and not shown by the public records. 
(e) Unpatented mining claims; reservations or exceptions in patents or in acts authorizing the issuance 
thereof; water rights, claims or title to water. 
(f) Taxes or assessments which are not shown as existing liens bv the public records. 
3. Special Exceptions: 
a) faxes for the year 1987, now a lien, not yet due or payable. Taxes for the year 
1986 have not been paid In the amount of 5720.28. |(Serial No. 001-001-035-01) 
D) Preliminary Tax Sale fn favor of Morgan County for delinquent general taxes for 
the year 1984, entered fn Tax Sale Records for the year 1984. Subject to 
redemption including penalty, interest and costs. 
Subsequent delinquencies for the year 1985 In the amount of 5701.72 and 1986 In 
the amount of 5707.23 were added to said sale, together with Interest, penalty 
and costs. 
:) Said property Is Included within the boundaries of ^organ City and Is subject to 
any charges and assessments levied by them as a result of services provided. 
Charges are current, 
I) Excepting and reserving all oil, gas, and other minerals of every klhnd and 
description underlying the surface of the subject property and subject to the 
right of entry for the purposes of exploring and extracting such minerals as 
(Continued) 
MMITM6NT NO. 
81689 
contained In that certain Special Warranty Oeed recorded August 8, 1978 In 
Book M21, at Page 10, records of Morgan County, Utah, 
+ 
EXHIBIT ,fG,f 
WHEN RECORDED, MAIL TO: 
Bruce J. Nelson, Esq, 
ALLEN NELSON HARDY & EVANS 
215 South State, Suite 700 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
AMENDED TRUST DEED' 
With Assignment of Rents 
THIS TRUST DEED amends and modifies that certain 
Trust Deed dated , 198__, recorded 
, 198 , as Entry No. ^  in 
Book
 m, Page , of the official records of the 
Salt Lake County Recorder. 
THIS TRUST DEED, made this , day of , 
1987, between KIMBALL ASSOCIATES, a" Utah corporation, as 
TRUSTOR, whose address is ^ 
ZIONS FIRST NATIONAL BANK, as 
TRUSTEE and ZIONS FIRST NATIONAL BANK, in trust, of One South 
Main Street, Salt Lake City, Utah 84111i, as BENEFICIARY, 
WITNESSETH: That Trustor CO^ IVEYS AND WARRANTS TO 
TRUSTEE IN TRUST, WITH POWER OF SALE, the following described 
property, situated in Salt Lake County, State of Utah: 
See Exhibit ,fAfl 
COMMONLY KNOWN AS: 150 North Main Street 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Together with all buildings, fixtures and improvements 
thereon or hereafter constructed and all water rights, rights 
of way, easements, rents, issues, profits, income, tenements, 
hereditaments, privileges and appurtenances thereunto 
belonging, now or hereafter used or enjoyed with said 
property, or any part thereof, SUBJECT, HOWEVER, TO THE 
RIGHT, POWER AND AUTHORITY HEREINAFTER GIVEN TO AND CONFERRED 
UPON BENEFICIARY TO COLLECT AND APPLY SUCH RENTS, ISSUES, AND 
PROFITS: 
FOR THE PURPOSE OF SECURING! (1) payment of the 
indebtedness evidenced by a promissory note in the sum of 
$350,000.00, made by Trustor, payable to the order of 
Beneficiary at the times, in the manner and with interest as 
therein set forth, and any extensicpns and/or renewals, 
refinancing, modifications, or consolidations thereof; (2) 
the performance of each agreement of Trustor herein 
contained; (3) the payment of such additional loans or 
advances as hereafter may be made to Trustor, or his 
successors or assigns, when evidenced by a promissory note or 
notes reciting that they are secured by this Trust Deed; and 
(4) the payment of all sums expended or advanced by 
Beneficiary under or pursuant to the terms hereof, together 
with interest thereon as herein provided; and (5) all other 
presently existing or hereafter incurred obligations of 
trustor to other encumbrances on the property. 
IT IS MUTUALLY AGREED THAT: 
Trustor will not during the term of this Trust Deed 
assign, transfer or convey its interest or right in and to 
said property, without the prior written consent of 
Beneficiary, which consent shall not unreasonably be 
withheld. In the event Trustor shall assign, transfer or 
convey any of its interest or right in said property without 
the prior written consent of the Beneficiary, such 
assignment, transfer or conveyance shall constitute a default 
on the part of Trustor hereunder and Beneficiary shall 
thereupon have the right, at its election, to exercise any of 
the rights provided for in the event of Trustor's default 
specified herein. 
TO PROTECT THE SECURITY OF THIS TRUST DEED, TRUSTOR AGREES: 
1. To keep said property in good condition and 
repair; not to remove or demolish any building which may be 
constructed thereon; to comply with all laws, covenants and 
restrictions affecting said property; not to commit or permit 
waste thereof; not to commit, suffer or permit any act upon 
said property in violation of law; to do all other acts which 
from the character or use of said property may be reasonably 
necessary, the specific enumerations herein not excluding the 
general. 
Trustee, upon presentation to it of an affidavit 
signed by Beneficiary, setting forth facts showing a default 
by Trustor under this numbered paragraph, is authorized to 
accept as true and conclusive all facts and statements 
therein, and to act thereon hereunder. 
2. To provide and maintain insurance, of such 
type or types and amounts as Beneficiary may require, on the 
property and improvements now existing or hereafter erected 
or placed on said property. Such insurance shall be carried 
in companies approved by Beneficiary with loss payable 
clauses in favor of and in form acceptable to Beneficiary. 
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In event of loss, Trustor shall give immediate notice to 
Beneficiary, who may make proof of loss, and each insurance 
company concerned is hereby authorized and directed to make 
payment for such loss directly to Beneficiary instead of to 
Trustor and Beneficiary jointly, and the insurance proceeds, 
or any part thereof, may be applied bjy Beneficiary, at its 
option, to the reduction of the indebtedness hereby secured 
or to the restoration or repair of the property damaged. In 
the event that the Trustor shall fail to provide satisfactory 
hazard insurance, the Beneficiary may procure, on the 
Trustor's behalf, insurance in favor of the Beneficiary 
alone. If insurance cannot be secured by the Trustor to 
provide the required coverage, this will constitute an act of 
default under the terms of this Trust Dleed. 
3. To appear in and defend any action or 
proceeding purporting to affect the security hereof, the 
title to said property, or the rights or powers of 
Beneficiary or Trustee; and should Beneficiary or Trustee 
elect to also appear in or defend any such action or 
proceeding, to pay all costs and expenses, including cost of 
evidence of title and attorney's feesi 
incurred by Beneficiary or Trustee. 
in a reasonable sum 
4. To pay at least 10 days before delinquency all 
taxes and assessments affecting said prbperty, including all 
assessments upon water company stock and all rents, 
assessments and charges for water, appujrtenant to or used in 
connection with said property; to P^ Y/ when due, all 
encumbrances, charges, and liens with interest, on said 
property or any part thereof, which at any time appear to be 
prior or superior hereto; to pay all costs, fees, and 
expenses of this Trust. 
5. Should Trustor fail to m&ke any payment or to 
do any act as herein provided, then Beneficiary or Trustee, 
but without obligation so to do and Without notice to or 
demand upon Trustor and without releasing Trustor from any 
obligation hereof, may: Make or do the same in such manner 
and to such extent as either may deem;necessary to protect 
the security hereof, Beneficiary or Trustee being authorized 
to enter upon said property for such: purposes; commence, 
appear in and defend any action or proceeding purporting to 
affect the security hereof or the fights or powers of 
Beneficiary or Trustee; pay, purchase, Contest, or compromise 
any encumbrance, charge or lien which: in the judgment or 
either appears to be prior or superior hereto; and in 
exercising any such powers, incur a^ iy liability, expend 
whatever amounts in his absolute discretion as he may deem 
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necessary therefor, including cost of evidence of title, 
employ counsel, and pay his reasonable fees, 
6. To pay immediately and without demand all sums 
expended hereunder by Beneficiary or Trustee, with interest 
from date of expenditure at the annual percentage rate or 18% 
until paid, and the repayment thereof shall be secured 
hereby. 
IT IS MUTUALLY AGREED THAT: 
7. Should said property or any part thereof be 
taken or damaged by reason of any public improvement or 
condemnation proceeding, or damaged by fire, or earthquake, 
or in any other manner, Beneficiary shall be entitled to all 
compensation, awards, and other payments or relief therefor, 
and shall be entitled at its option to commence, appear in 
and prosecute in its own name, any action or proceedings, or 
to make any compromise or settlement, in connection with such 
taking or damage. All such compensation, awards, damages, 
rights of action and proceeds, including the proceeds of any 
policies of fire and other insurance affecting said property, 
are hereby assigned to Beneficiary, who may, after deducting 
therefrom all its expenses, including attorney's fees, apply 
the same on any indebtedness secured hereby. Trustor agrees 
to execute such further assignments of any compensation, 
award, damages, and rights of action and proceeds as 
Beneficiary or Trustee may require. 
8• At any time and from time to time upon written 
request of Beneficiary, payment of its fees and presentation 
of this Trust Deed and the note for endorsement (in case of 
full reconveyance, for cancellation and retention), without 
affecting the liability of any person for the payment of the 
indebtedness secured hereby, Trustee may (1) consent to the 
making of any map or plat of said property; (b) join in 
granting any easement or creating any restriction thereon; 
(c) join in any subordination or other agreement affecting 
this Trust Deed or the lien or charge thereof; (d) grant any 
extension or modification of the terms of this loan; (e) 
reconvey, without warranty, all or any part of said property. 
The grantee in any reconveyance may be described as "the 
person or persons entitled thereto,!l and the recitals therein 
of any matters or facts shall be conclusive proof of the 
truthfulness thereof. Trustor agrees to pay reasonable 
Trusteef s fees for any of the services mentioned in this 
paragraph. 
9. As additional security, Trustor hereby assigns 
to Beneficiary, during the continuance of these trusts, all 
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rents issues, royalties, and profits of1 the property affected 
by this Trust Deed and of any personal property located 
thereon. Until Trustor shall default in the payment of any 
indebtedness secured hereby or in the performance of any 
agreement hereunder, Trustor shall have the right to collect 
all such rents, issues, royalties, and profits earned prior 
to default as they become due and payabpLe. If Trustor shall 
default as aforesaid, Trustor's right to collect any of such 
moneys shall cease and Beneficiary shall have the right, with 
or without taking possession of the property affected hereby, 
to collect all rents, royalties, issues, and profits. 
Failure or discontinuance of Beneficially at any time or from 
time to time to collect any such mon|eys shall not in any 
manner affect the subsequent enforcement by Beneficiary of 
the right, power, and authority to collect the same. Nothing 
contained herein, nor the exercise of the right by 
Beneficiary to collect, shall be, or be construed to be, an 
affirmation by Beneficiary of any tenancy, lease or option, 
nor an assumption of liability under, n|or a subordination of 
the lien or charge of this Trust Deed to any such tenancy, 
lease or option. 
10. Upon any default by Trustor hereunder, 
Beneficiary may at any time without notice, either in person, 
by agent, or by a receiver to be appointed by a court 
(Trustor hereby consenting to the appointment of Beneficiary 
as such receiver), and without regard to the adequacy of any 
security for the indebtedness hereby secured, enter upon and 
take possession of said property or any! part thereof, in its 
own name sue for or otherwise collect skid rents, issues, and 
profits, including those past due and unpaid, and apply the 
same, less costs and expenses of operation and collection, 
including reasonable attorney's fees, upon any indebtedness 
secured hereby, and in such order as Beneficiary may 
determine. 
11. The entering upon and taking possession of 
said property, the collection of such rents, issues, and 
profits, or the proceeds of fire and other insurance 
policies, or compensation or awards for! any taking or damage 
of said property, and the application or release thereof as 
aforesaid, shall not cure or waive any! default or notice of 
default hereunder or invalidate any act done pursuant to such 
notice. 
12. The failure on the part of Beneficiary to 
promptly enforce any right hereunder shall not operate as a 
waiver of such right and the waiver by Beneficiary of any 
default shall not constitute a waiver of any other or 
subsequent default. 
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13. Time is of the essence hereof. Upon default 
by Trustor in the payment of any indebtedness incurred hereby 
or in the performance of any agreement hereunder, all sums 
secured hereby shall immediately become due and payable at 
the option of Beneficiary. In the event of such default, 
Beneficiary may execute or cause Trustee to execute a written 
Notice of Default and of election to cause said property to 
be sold to satisfy the obligations hereof, and Trustee shall 
file such Notice for record in each county wherein said 
property or some part or parcel thereof is situated. 
Beneficiary also shall deposit with Trustee, the note and all 
documents evidencing expenditures secured hereby. 
14. After the lapse of such time as may then be 
required by law following the recordation of said Notice of 
Default, and Notice of Default and Notice of Sale having been 
given as then required by law, Trustee without demand on 
Trustor, shall sell said property on the date and at the time 
and place designated in said notice of sale, either as a 
whole or in separate parcels, and in such order as it may 
determine (but subject to any statutory right of Trustor to 
direct the order in which such property, if consisting of 
several known lots or parcels, shall be sold), at public 
auction to the highest bidder, the purchase price payable in 
lawful money of the United States at the time of sale. The 
person conducting the sale may, for any cause he deems 
expedient, postpone the sale from time to time until it shall 
be completed and, in every such case, notice of postponement 
shall be given by public declaration thereof by such person 
at the time and place last appointed for the sale; provided, 
if the sale is postponed for longer than seventy-two (72) 
hours beyond the day designated in the notice of sale, notice 
thereof shall be given in the same manner as the original 
notice of sale. Trustee shall execute and deliver to the 
purchaser its Deed conveying said property so sold, but 
without any covenant or warranty, express or implied. The 
recitals in the Deed of any matters or facts shall be 
conclusive proof of the truthfulness thereof. Any person, 
including Beneficiary, may bid at the sale. Trustee shall 
apply the proceeds of the sale to payment of (1) the costs 
and expenses of exercising the power of sale and of the sale, 
including the payment of the Trustee's and attorney's fees: 
(2) cost of any evidence of title procured in connection with 
such sale and revenue stamps on Trustee's Deed; (3) all sums 
expended under the terms hereof, not then repaid, with 
accrued interest at the annual percentage rate applicable to 
this obligation from date of expenditure; (4) all other sums 
secured hereby; and of such proceeds with the County Clerk of 
the county in which the sale took place. 
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15. Trustor agrees to surrender possession of the 
hereinabove described Trust property to the Purchaser at the 
aforesaid sale, immediately after such sale, in the event 
such possession has not previously been surrendered by 
Trustor, 
16. Upon the occurrence of ajny default hereunder, 
Beneficiary shall have the option to declare all sums secured 
hereby immediately due and payable and foreclose this Trust 
Deed in the manner provided by law for the foreclosure of 
mortgages on real property and Beneficiary shall be entitled 
to recover in such proceedings all costs and expenses 
incident thereto, including a reasonable attorney's fee in 
such amount as shall be fixed by the coiurt. 
17. Beneficiary may appoint a successor trustee at 
any time by filing for record in the office of the County 
Recorder of each county in which said property or some part 
thereof is situated, a substitution of trustee. From the 
time the substitution is filed for record, the new trustee 
shall succeed to all the powers, duties;, authority and title 
of the trustee named herein or of any successor trustee. 
Each such substitution shall be executed and acknowledged, 
and notice thereof shall be given and proof thereof made, in 
the manner provided by law. 
18. This Trust Deed shall ataply to, inure to the 
benefit of, and bind all parties hereto, their heirs, 
legatees, devisees, administrators, exejcutors, successors and 
assigns. All obligations of Trustor hereunder are joint and 
several. The term "Beneficiary" shaljl mean the owner and 
holder, including any pledgee, of the note secured hereby. 
In this Trust Deed, whenever the context so requires, the 
masculine gender includes the feminine and/or neuter, and the 
singular number includes the plural. 
19. Trustee accepts this Trust when this Trust 
Deed, duly executed and acknowledged, ijs made a public record 
as provided by law. Trustee is not obligated to notify any 
party hereto of pending sale under any bther Trust Deed or of 
any action or proceeding in which Trustor, Beneficiary, or 
Trustee shall be a party, unless brought by Trustee. 
20. This Trust Deed shall be construed according 
to the laws of the State of Utah. 
21. The undersigned Trustor requests that a copy 
of any notice of default and of any notice of sale hereunder 
be mailed to it at the address hereinabove set forth. 
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22. In the event any portion of this Trust Deed is 
declared invalid by a court of law of by legislative 
enactment all other provisions not so affected shall be valid 
and binding upon the parties hereto* 
KIMBALL ASSOCIATES, a Utah 
Corporation 
By: 
Its: 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
: ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
On the day of , 1987, personally 
appeared before me the 
signer(s) of the above instrument, who duly acknowledged to 
me that he executed the same on behalf of Kimball Associates, 
a Utah corporation, pursuant to authority of a resolution of 
the Board of Directors thereof. 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
My Commission Expires: Residing at: 
RDK-04 3 
9/17/87 
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EXHIBIT "H" 
AMENDED PROMISSORY NOTE 
$350,000.00 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
_ _
 m _, 1987 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersigned promises to pay to 
the order of ZIONS FIRST NATIONAL BANK, a National 
Association, at its office at One South Main Street, Salt 
Lake City, Utah, the sum of $350,000.00 in lawful of the 
United States with interest thereon in like money at the rate 
of eight and one-half percent (8-1/2%) per annum from date 
hereof until maturity or default and thereafter, both before 
and after judgment, at the rate of eighteen percent (18%) per 
annum until paid. j 
This Note modifies and supercedes a previous Note of 
, 198 , and is made in settlement of 
claims, causes of action, and disputes arising out of such 
prior Note and an accompanying Trust Deed. 
Repayment shall be made on the following dates: 
a* Six (6) months from the date hereof, a payment of 
accrued interest shall be made to the Payee; 
b. Nine (9) months from the date hereof, a payment of 
accrued interest shall be made to the Payee; 
c. Twelve (12) months from the date hereof, a payment 
of accrued interest shall be made to th|a Payee; 
d. Thereafter, monthly interest-only payments shall be 
made to Payee; and 
e. The total principal, less any accrued and unpaid 
interest, shall be due and payable five (5) years from the 
date of this Note* 
If default be made in the payments required herein, time 
being the essence hereof, then the entire balance, with 
interest as aforesaid, shall at the election of the holder 
hereof, and without notice of said election, at once become 
due and payable. 
If the Note becomes in default as aforesaid, the 
undersigned agrees to pay to the holder hereof all collection 
costs, including reasonable attorneys fees and legal 
expenses, in addition to all other sums due hereunder, and 
the payee may offset against this loan any bank account or 
other amounts owed by the bank in any capacity to the 
undersigned. 
The undersigned and all endorsers, sureties and 
guarantors hereof hereby jointly and severally waive 
presentment for payment, demand, protest, notice of protest, 
and of nonpayment and of dishonor, and consent to extensions 
of time, renewals, waivers or modifications without notice 
and further consent and to the release of any security, or 
any part thereof, with or without substitution. This note is 
secured by a First Trust Deed on real property located at 
approximately 150 North Main Street, Salt Lake City, Utah, 
the validity of which is hereby acknowledged. 
KIMBALL ASSOCIATES, a Utah 
Corporation 
By:
 m 
Its: 
RDK-049 
9/17/87 
Car* 
GRAZING LEASE / Mo. P±te+( 
1. OVERTHRUST OIL AND GAS CORPORATION, a Utah Corporation, herein 
referred to as Lessor, hereby leases to Steve Peherson, for stock 
grazing and pasturing of sheep and cattle during the year May 1, 
1987 to April 30, 1988, the following described 5,780 acres of land 
located in Summit County, State of Utah, to-wit: 
TOWNSHIP 1 NORTH, RANGE 4 EAST, S.L.B.&M. 
Section 35: All 
TOWNSHIP 1 SOUTH, RANGE 4 EAST, S.L.B.&M. 
Section 11 
Section 12 
Section 13 
Section 14 
Section 23: 
Section 24: 
Section 26: 
Section 25: 
Section 36: 
All 
All 
All 
NE 1/4NE 1/4; S 1/2NE 1/4; SE 1/4; 
SE 1/4NW 1/4; NE 1/4SW 1/4 
N 1/2; SE 1/4 
All 
NE 1/4; E 1/2SE 1/4 
All 
All 
TOWNSHIP 1 SOUTH, RANGE 4 EAST 
Section 30: NE 1/4; N l/2ofNW 1/4; SW l/4of 
NE 1/4; NW 1/4 of SW 1/4 
TOWNSHIP 1 NORTH, RANGE 4 EAST 
All of Section 35, excepting therefrom: The 
Existing interstate freeway right of way owned 
by the State of Utah and the existing railroad 
t racks • 
2. This lease agrees to pay to the lessor as rental for the above-
described land $1.25 per acre for the period of this lease, amount-
ing to $7,225.00, payable one-half for an agreed acreage of 5780 
acres plus or minus,- amounting to $3,612.50, on the signing of the 
lease, and the remaining one-half, in the amount of $3,612.50 
on or before November 1, 1987. 
3. The lessee agrees to avoid over-grazing of the land herein-
above described and upon expiration of the term of the lease to 
deliver the land to the lessor in as good condition as swhen the 
same was entered upon the lessee, reasonable use thereof and 
damages by the elements expected. 
4. The lessee agrees that the land will not be sub-leased with-
out the written permission of the lessor and that lessor may have 
reasonable access to, over and through the leased property anytime 
during the term of this lease, 
5. Time is of the essence of this lease. Any default in pay-
ment of rentals or in mis-use of the land shall be grounds for 
cancellation of the lease. 
6. Lessor and/or its agents, shall have the right to reasonable 
access to the land being leased heeon at anytime deemed necessary 
by the lesso r. 
7. This lease is only a grazing lease. Lessor shall have the 
right to lease these same lands in part or in whole for any other 
purposes not in conflict with the grazing rights granted hereon. 
8. Lessee agrees to hold harmless and indemnify the Lessor for 
any and all liabilities that may arise from the actions of the 
lessee . 
-2-
DATED this day of , 1*87. 
OVERTHRUST OIL & GAS CORPORATION, 
a Utah Corporation, Lessor 
George S* Woodhead, Officer 
Steve Peherson 
-3-
NORTH PARK AREA } 
Date; October 10, 1983 
Term: 4 years 
Royalty: 1/6 of all oil produced - at market price 
1/6 of all gas sold 
Termination and Annual Rental Fee 
Termination on October 10, 1984, unless pay $1 per 
acre per year extension. 
Said $1 per acre was paid in October of 1984; therefore, 
lease is good until October 10, 1985, at which time another $1,500 
is due. 
Dry Well 
If well drilled is dry, then renewals still must be 
paid. 
Shut-in Well 
If oil or gas is discovered but is shut-in and not pro-
duced or sold, then the annual rental fee shall be $25 per acre. 
Damages - Proximity of Wells 
Conoco is to pay for damages to land. No well is to 
be drilled closer than 200 feet to a house or barn now on the 
premises. 
Completion of Well 
Conoco may automatically extend the lease if a well 
is commenced prior to expiration but not finished. 
Pooling 
Allowed within the same section. 
Assignment 
Either party may assign. 
Surrender 
Conoco may surrender lease at will in whole or in part. 
Consent 
Written consent from surface owners required prior to 
operations. 
RECORDED JEC-JLB&. ct J£&2L 
Bertagno 
grantor, of Summit 
Oil and Gas Corpor 
County, Utah for 
of which is hereby 
and to all mineral 
that may be produc 
in Summit and Wasa 
Township 
^Section 
QUIT-CLAIM DEED 
Z.D. 
le Investment Company Limited Partnership, 
County, Utah, hereby QUIT-CLAIM to Overthrust 
ation, grantee, of Salt Lake City, Salt Lake 
ood and valuable consideration, the sufficiency 
acknowledged, an undivided id".*, interest in 
s, except sand =-.nd gravel, in and under and 
ed from the following described tracts of land 
ten Counties, Utah: 
M 
:-•:: :ED: 
y
 Section 
•^  Section 
1 4 : 
2 4 : 
3 6 : 
Sou th , Range H E a s t , S.L.M. 
S1/2NE1/4, SE1/4NW1/4, 
NE1/4SW1/4, 
S1/2SW1/4 
A l l 
S /E l /4 
tiZ^y 
Township 1 South, Range 5 East, S.L.M. 
^Section 30: Lots 1, 
NE1/4 
3, NEB.ANW1A 
of 
WITNESS the hand of said grantor, this 5th day 
December 1983 
By •.<k 1 J(3\&/ 
EMANUEL A, FLOOR 
Managing General Partner 
Bertagnole Investment Company 
Limited Partnership 
-'STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE) 
ss 
On the 5th day of December 1983 , person-
ally"'appeared before me Emanuel A. Floor, ^ ho being by me duly 
sworn, did say that he is the Managing General Partner of 
Bert.agi^ oie 'Investment Company Limited Partnership and that the 
withj^'and f.ch?egoing instrument was signed in behalf of said 
and said Emanuel A. Floor duly 
red Partnership executed the 
-fc&W^ ted Partnership by authority i 
-t^^ihowi^^ged to ifre that said Limits 
\J\J I W W J [ V ' » 
•G^'.ttr. M ^ 
!iA^, ,, 
QUIT-CLAIM DEED 
Investment Bertagnole Company Limited Partnership, 
grantor, of Summit County, Utah, hereby QUIT-CLAIM to 
Overthrust Oil and Gas Corporation, grantee, of Salt Lake City, 
Salt Lake County, Utah for good and valuable consideration, the 
sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, an undivided 100% 
interest in and to all minerals, except sand and gravel, in and 
under and that may be produced from the following described 
tracts of land in Summit and Wasatch Counties, Utah: 
Township 1 South, Range 4 East, S.L.M, 
^Section 14: S1/2NE1/4, SE1/4NW1/4, 
NE1/4SW1/4, S/El/4 
^Section 24: S1/2SW1/4 
ySection 3 6 
of 
Township 1 South, Range 5 East, S.L.M. 
• Section 30: Lots 1, 2, 3, NE1/4NW1/4, 
NE1/4 
WITNESS the hand of sa id g ran to r , t h i s tk 
. S c p W U ^ , 1983 
A • ' • • ' > " 
day 
EMANUEL A. FLOOR 
Managing General Partner 
Bertagnole Investment Company 
Limited Partnership 
STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE) ss. 
U-lie* n<L On the / V ~~ day of yOJJj2A^rt<uv^\ , 1983, person-
ally appeared before me Emanuel A. Floor, who being by me duly 
sworn, did say that he is the Managing General Partner of 
Bertagnole Investment Company Limited Partnership and that the 
instrument was signed in behalf of said within and foregoing 
Limited Partnership by 
acknowledged to me 
same. 
authority 
that said Li 
and said Emanuel A 
>ted Partnership 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
My Commission Expires: 
Residing at 
1U
 n ^ ' rf 
Floor duly 
ecuted the 
0 '> 
, K.J 
?-r< £73** 40 
AGREEMENT, Made and entered into this i S £ J 3 faf o ( October I ? _3 3 r 
by aad K^ fw^  Overthrust Oil & Gas__^orpor^tion _ « _ _ _ 
„ 5225 Wiley Post Way, Suite 290 Salt Lake City, Utah 84116 
, hereinafter called lotaor (whether oa« or man) and 
CQNQCQ , TNC , , E S * 12&L, Pnnr.x C ^ f y . OK 7 4 6 Q 3 . A p ^ l a w a r e C o r bareinafter called : 
WITNESSETH, That the said leaaor, for and in consideration of ten and more Dollars ($10.00*) . . . 
cask in hand ^aid, Jtceipt *i whicfc ia htrtk* *cka*wbds*d aad j>i &e c**eo*ats i»d tgrnmeatM 'asm/ulier cool*me6 » ibs psrt */ 3***ee >* 
be paid, kept and performed, baa granted, demiaed, leased, and let and by these preaeata does grant, demise, lease and let unto the add leasee, 
its aucceaaora and assigns for the sole and only purposes of surveying by geological, geophysical and all other methods, mining and operating 
for oil and gaa, and laying pipe lines, and building tanks, power lutiona and structures thereon to produce, save and take care of said products, 
all that certain tract of land/together with any reversionary rights therein, "lunte »» U»e County «* S u m m i t a n d W a s a t c h 
State o£ U t a h , described as follows, to wit:_ 
TOWNSHIP 1 SOUTH, RANGE 4.EAST, SLM 
Section 36: Al l , including a t r a c t of land 
in the SE/4SE/4 lying in Wasatch County, Utah 
.and containing _ J i J L J ? J L acres, morn or lea*. 
It ia agreed that thia lease shall remain in force for a term «f F o u r
 M ( 4 ) T»T r i fIom d4ta, and aa long thereafter as oil or gaa, 
«or either of them* ia produced from said land by the lessee, its su^gMors md assigns. . , •>.- *•.••. •> •»; • •• • . . :„..»•• -.-, • •••?.-
 v - .• . 
In consideration Q( the premises the said lessee covenants and agrees: • r O n e — S i x t h ( 1 / 6 ) fv^* 
_ 1 / 6 T\i*L "Hie leaace ihall deliver to the credit of leasor *• royalty, fee© of co*t ia the pipe Use to which leases/may connect iu wells, the e<raaP~*~ 
*~Kf^—s sis-nth part of all oil produced and saved from the leased premise or, at lessee's option, may buy or sell such ois aiijhth royslty and pay lessor 
Wfjbe market price for oil of like grade and gravity prevailing in the field on the day such oil ia run into pipe lines or into storage tanks. 
^PVjL. Second. To pay lessor sws liiikth LUX of the proceedc received for gaa sold from each well where gaa only is found, or the market vaine at 
^ the *ell of such gas used oil the premises, and lessor to have gas free of cost from any well for all stoves sod ail inside lights in the principal dwelling 
house on such land during the same time by making bia own connections with the well at bia own risk and expense. 
>» fr /5 , Third. To pay lessor one aiahfh U£± of the market value %t the well for gaa produced from any oil well and used o£ the premise*, or for 
P*"the manufacture of casing-head gasoline or dry commercial gaaw | 
If so well be commenced on said land on or before the—I%|L_day <*/ O c t o b e r
 | iq 84 t^u fe^ J . ,H t^^ia^u 
aa to both parties, unless the leasee on or before that date shall pa> or lender to the leasoc or to the lessor's credit in **"» 
ZIONS FIRST NATIONAL n,„».» 135 East 6100 South, SLC, Utah 84] 
or i u successor or successors, or any bank with which il may be merged, or consolidated, or which weeeeds to its business or asaett or my part 
thereof, by purchase or otherwise, which shall continue aa the depository regardless of changes in the ownership of the said land, the RUB of 
SIX HUNDRED FORTY AND NO/100 ^nt»it*t*^it«HH**H»^*»H»tHHn»nnnLIARjL .-
which snail operate as a rental and cover the privilege of deferring the commencement of s well for twelve months from said dsie. In like manner 
and upon like payments or tenders the commencement of a well tnay be further deferred for like perioda of the same sumher of months successively. 
And it is understood and agreed that the consideration first recited herein, the down payment, covers aot only the privileges granted to the date when 
said first rental i* payable aa aforesaid, but also the lessees option of extending that penodas aforesaid, and any and all other rights conferred. Hentala 
may be paid by check or draft and may be remitted by mail. Mailing of rental on or before the rentsi-psying date shall be deemed a timely tender 
thereof and shall preclude termination of this Jesse. Noiwitbatsndjng the desth of the lessor, or sis successor in interest, the payment or tender of 
rentals in the manner provided shove shall be binding on the heir*, devisees, executors and administrstors of soch person, 
Should any weil drilled on the land shove described be a d*r hole or cease to produce and then are ao other producing well or wells on the 
land or drilling operations are aot being conducted (hereon, then tnd in that event if a well ia not commenced before the next ensuing rratal*paying 
date after the expiration of oinety (90) days from the date of itfch dry hole or cessation of production, thia lease ahsil terminate as to both parties 
unless the lessee, on or before the rental-paying date next ensuing Alter the expiration of ninery (90) days from the date of the completion of the dry 
bole or cessation of production, shall resume the payment of rentals in the tame amount and in the urns manner u hereinbefore provided, tnd it is 
agreed upon resumption of the payment of rentals, aa ahove provided, the last preceding paragraph hereof, governing the payment of rentals and the 
effect thereof, ihall continue in force aa though tiiere had been no interruption in the rental payment. U a dry boie should be drilled or if production 
ceases *t any time subsequent to ninety (90) days prior to the hennaing of the last year of the primary term, no rental payment or operations are 
accessary in order to keep the lease in force during the remainder
 0{ the orimary term. 
If at any time, either .before or after the expiration of the Pruniry term ot^ thia" leased tLere ia any gas well on the lands covered hereby, or on 
•"" other lands with which Mid isnda are pooled or unitized, which is capable of producing in paying quantities, bnt which is that-ia either before or 
after production therefrom, and the production therefrom is oot being sold or used, Jcwee sgrees to pay or tender to the mineral owners ia the depots-
tory bank named in the lease, xa royalty, * aura equal tottfce amount
 0f delay rcntaia payable under this lease. Such paymenta »a*il be made oa or before 
the ahut-ui royalty psyment date, as herein denned, next accruing after the expiration of ninery (90) daya from the date the weil v u shut-in. aojeas pnor 
to such date gas from the weil is produced and sold or used. In like manner, on or before each succeeding shut-in royalty payment date while *ach jxs 
weil remains abut-in, leasee shall make payment of shut-in gas royalty i a the sanje amount and manner. A shut-in gas well capable of producing in payinx 
quantities shall be considered under ail provisions of tbia lease aa 4 producing weil and thia lease shall be in force and edect ia^like manner aa though 
the gas therefrom were actually bemg produced and sold or used. Tlie term "gas weil" shall include weils cspahie of producing natural gas, condensate, 
distillate, or any gaseous substance, and weila classified aa gas well* by aay &a*er*mcnul luthoncjr. Tbe term "ihut-ia royalty paymecA date" ihaii 
mean any rental-paying date of this lease if within the primary term, or any fubsen;ueat anniversary thereof, H after the primary ierm, or any tarn-
tersary date of tola lease if ao rental-paying date ia apecihed herein. 
If aaid lessor owns a le*s Interest in the shove described land UIJUI the entire and undivided fee aimpie estate therein, then the royaitie* aod rentals 
herein provided shall be paid the lejwor only in the proportion whi c a hist interest bears to the whole and undivided fee. Howcter, such rentals nbail be 
increased st the next succeeding rental anniversary after lessee baa been notified of any reversion having occurred to cover the interest M> acquired. 
Lessee shall have the right to use. free of cost, gas, oil and Waiter produced on tmid land (or its operations thereon* exeept water from weila 
and reservoirs of lessor. Lessee nOMil have the right at any time t<i remove ail machinery and fixtures placed on said premises, including the right 
la draw and remove casing. 
/TjC^Cv*- Leasee shall pay for damages caused by its operations ^ftpvfaregsjp* on said lands. When requested by the lessor, lessee thadl bury his pipe lines 
below plow depth. No weil $bM& be drilled nearer than 200 feet to uieaouae* or barn now an aaid premises, without the written consent of the leaaor. 
Lessee ahail hare the right to drill to completion with reasonable diligence and dispatch (I) any well commenced within the term of this lease 
and (2) any well commenced before the completion of a weil which hi* been commenced within such term, if oil and gas or either of them be found La 
paying quantities tn any auch well, litis lease shall continue and be ia force with like etfect aa if such well had been completed within the 'era of years 
herein first mentioned, s a m e S e c t i o n 
Lessee is hereby granted the right and power to pool or combine tho screage covered by this lease, or any portion thereof, with other Una. lease 
or leases In tiieJittiXirf' thereof st any time and from time to time. Whether before or after production, when in Lessees judgment it is necessary or ad-
visable to do so for the prevention of w*me and the conservation and greatest ultimate recovery of oil or gas. Such pooling shall be into a unit or nnits cot 
exceeding in area the screage prescribed or required in any Federal <»r State law, order, role or regulation lor the drilling or operation of one weii. or for 
obtaining the maximum allowable production from one w*U. or 40 teres each for the production of oil. or 640 acres each for the production of aaa. 
whichever is the larger, plus a tolerance over the maximum area oi U) acres for the production of oil or 640 acres for the oroduchon of zis (0 include 
additional acreage in any irregular governmental subdivision or !dt or portion thereof. Suca pooling unall be effected by Lessee's executing and filing 
in the omce where this lease is recorded an instrument identifying; and deseribine: the pooled acreage. The production of pooled auhstaaees xnd de* 
Teloproent and operation on any portion
 0f s unit *o pooled, including the commencement, drillina. completion and operation of a weil Ihereoa. ihjui 
be considered tod construed, sod ahall bave thr «me erTect. except for the payment of royalty, aa production, development and operation on the leaded 
:— „-^-„ ,k- *..•**. «/ tkU !#-•«.. Th,. rnvaltiM herein nrnvitW »j,ail icerke and be naid to Lea*or on oooied substances oroduced from aar oait ia 
their heir*, executors, administrators, successors or a**ign*, but au change LB the ownership oi Uw land or aasigumcni ol reutai* or royaidea shad be i 
aa (he Jesaee until alter Use lessee ha* been furnished with a written truna/er or saalgnmenl or a certified copy thereof; and it 1* hereby agreed La th 
thia lease shall b«t assigned aa to a part or parte u{ the above described ianda and (he aaaignee or aaaigneea oi auch part or parte shall (ail or maac del 
UM payment oi the proportionate part oi the rent* due from him or them, such default ahai! net operate to defeat or affect thia leaae In so far aa it cover 
or part* oi aaid land* which (he said leaace or any aaaigooe thcreoi shall make due payment oi said rental) 
aaalgninewt of thi* lca*e, in whole «r in part, shall aa to Use extent oi auch a l ignment rcile ve and dl*chargc the leaaee oi all obligation* hereunder. 
Compliance with any new or hereafter esjaibig set, bill ur statute purporting (o be enacted by any Federal or State legislative authority, or with 
Judgment*, decree*, rule*, regulation* made or promulgated by State or federal court*. Slate or Federal offices, beard*, cumml*«ieoa or cummltte 
purling (o he nuule under authority *ti any such act, bill ur statute, shall not constitute a violation oi any oi the terra* oi thia leaae or be considered a be 
- any clause, obligation, covenant, undertaking, condition or sduulaiion contained herein, nor shall It be or constitute a cause for the termination, for 
reversion or revesting oi any estate or interest herein and hereby created and set out, aor shall any such compliance confer any right of entry or beci 
heal* oi any acdun for damages or *.uii (*»r the forfeiture or caucciladoo hereof; and while any such purport to be in force and effect they shall, when cc 
with by lessee uc aasigna, to the ei ient oi such compliance operate aa mudlficadona oi the term* and cundlilona oi thia leaae where inconsistent there* 
Le**«e tnay at any time surrender thia lease, In whole ur hi part, by delivering or mailing a release to the lessor, or by placing a release) oi recoct 
' proper county. In die event uf a paid*! release, the snnusl delay rental above mentioned a<itail be reduced proportionately. .-. •-..- -- -.-•- ••-.;•.»«•-;•... 
•^V/v^ Leaser hereby releasee and relinquishes any right uf homestead, dower or courtesy they or either oi them may have In or to the leaned land. 
•Nr**" Lessor hereby .>f WTS«s^dOCgKOOttdfrfwt iboflKte jo;dK josihe i f r T S ^ Ws^rodyoegd^gree* that the lessee shall have die right at any t in t to < 
fur lessor, by payment, any mortgage, taxes or other Hens on die above described lands in the even! oi default oi payment by leaser, and be subrogate) 
right* oi die holder diereoi. 
Thia leaae and all It* terms, conditions and sUpuiadona bind* each execudng leaser and shall extend to and be binding on hia sasigns, heirs and d 
and successors, and those oi the ieit***, though uneigoed by other leasers named herein. 
*Z2l' Written consent w i l l be obtained from surface owners before operat ion 
corongiscuil uu Lfar-described lands . 3diTfrHcoirseirtr-w£"]3^ 
withhold by surface-owners. .« — . 
Iti WITNESS WHEREOF, We sign the day snd year &nt above written. 
- _ — ... _ (SEAL) Qver^hmst. JU^^.S . -£Q.CPQ MJ*iAQ-
JStAU 
.(SEAL) By: Ron K. M i t c h e l l 
.(SEAL) • •• •  • P r e s i d e n t 
^•^«"-
;
-
:
- ' •* . '» ' • ' • - • '*
;
.
;
 '•'•'•••> • ' ' • * . ' »"" "-•"••«;•'• Ariaoaa,, Colorado, Idaho, Kansas, Montana 
.STATE O F — - - _ 1 •;., NeArnekav, Hc*mdm% New Mexico, Norta Dakota , 
" • * ' • ' • ••V-7 ':.': ' . - f » - . Sooth Dakota, Utah, Wyoming 
COUNTY O F -
 mJ v - A O s 7 i O W U U ) C M E N T — INDIVIDUAL 
BEFORE ME, the undersigned, s Notary Public us snd for said County and Stale, on this..-
, , ,.„•.' ; ••• • —,—.... , 19-....—.., personally appeared.— 
•irt '. , .. . — , in me known to be the ideaucai person-
desrribed in and 'who cxreuted the within and foregoing instrument of writing ind acknowledged to me that.—.-..*.. .—. — —.—. 
executed die same sav—.—, *,..._ ... ...free tad voluntary set And deed for the uses sad purposes therein set forth. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my notarial seal die day snd year last above written. 
My Commission E«pif^ . ,. „., , . 
Notary Puhl 
-_ . ,—« - - . > Aruoaa , Colorado, Idaho, Kansas, Montana 
STATE OF 1 . Nefcrneka, Nevada, New Mexico, NortJi Dakota. 
/ . n . i u w n p f South Dakota, Utah, Wyoming 
COUNTY O F - - .,; —-^- - J A C K N O W L E D G M E N T — I N D I V I D U A L 
BEFORE ME, die undersigned, i Notary Public, in and for said County and Sttie, <sn thia~ 
.'— , '. i —' •" —« 19 . - . . , . - . , personally «pp—r~J * ' : 
r ^ , ' ' to me known to be die ideaucai person— 
described in snd who executed the within vol foregoing instrument of writing snd scxnowledged to me that. 
executed me same * * . _ < - , . . . ixtx tad voluntary set and deed for ihe use* snd purposes therein set forth. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand snd smxed my aotaria.1 seal die day snd year last shove.written. 
My Commission V.*^*— 
Notary Pabli 
State o i . y X ^ H _ . _ _ . . ) A C K N O W L E D G M E N T (Foe aa. by Corporadoa) 
County of _ S § A £ « - I f a K § _ . _ 
On th i s - . i P . £ h _ . d a y QL O c t o b e r . A . 0m i 9 _ 8 3 _ bef o r e me persoi 
appeared .... - . 3.9.P., ...^ • " - J ? A £ . C ^ e ^ ^ ,1 -—^ ., ' , . to me personally known, who, beuu 
me duly sworn. dtd iay rhat he is th*.J2Xi£S±&£XX£- «. ai Q X . e X t i i r j l S . t . - Q i l . . . L - G . a S . - C Q r p Q r . a . t l j 
..uud Umt (he jcui UH'IALLJ ;U jeid ins«r-uwn.w> u ihe u w w m i e j ie i of 
and ttwt said instrument was signed and sealed in behalf oi said corporation by authority of its Board of Directors, and 
R Q . a - K . , . . . . . M l £ , C . h e , l l - . - . a c k n o w l e d g e d said instrument to be the frre act and deed of said corporation., 
W . m e s i my hand w d seal (his i £ £ h , ^ y
 GL O £ t o b e r _ A . D . l 9 ± 
(SEAL) / , ' Notary Public. 
My Commission expires.. llkjlL. 
Tbi* uutrument wa-j filed for record on the... 
day of. _ „. J9 at 
..—«— o'ciocX. ...M.. and duly recorded m 
Volume——. „. — . . . . Page.
 T 
When recorded return to 
——. . .—. . .—.—. .o l t»* records of this office. 
By _ . . _ 
UJLL A I N U KJASS U1AD.& 
AGREEMENT, Made tnd entered into thia _ J . i l . t h day of O c t o b e r 19 JLX 
by ud between Overthrust Oil & Gas Corporation 
5225 Wilev Post Wav, Suite 290. Salt Lake Citv. Utah 84116 
. Hereinafter called lessor (whether one or mors) sad 
CONOCO, INC. Box 1 2 6 7 , Ponca C i t y . OK 7 4 6 0 3 , A Delaware Corp. hereinafter
 efjiia u**«, 
WITNESSETH, That the said lessor, for and la consideration of ten and more Dollars (510 Q0«) 
cash In band paid, receipt of which !a hereby acknowledged and *t Use coreoanta and sgreemeats hereinafter contained on the part of lessee to 
be paid, kept and performed, baa granted, demited, leaned, end let and by these presents does grant, demise, leaae and let onto the said lessee, 
ita successor* and aaatgna for the »ole and only purposes of aurvpying by geological, geophysical and ail other methods, aumog and operating 
for oil and gas, ind laying pipe lines, and building Lanka, power nations and structures thereon to produce, save and take care of aaid product*, 
all that certain tract of land, together with any reversionary nghu therein, situate in the County »/ Snmrm h 
State of U t a h , described aa follows, to ™«* 
TOWNSHIP 1 SOUTH, RANGE 4 EAST SLM 
Section 14: S1/2NE1/4, SE1/4NW1/4, 
NE1/4SW1/4, SE1/4 
.and i»-fl«f ixiHf ^ ? 0 . D D
 a<^ >« jaore or lea*, 
II ta agreed that this leaae shall remain in force for a term ...years from date, and aa long thereafter aa oil or gaa, 
.or either of them, ia produced from said land by the lesaee, its succesaors and assigns. 
la consideration of the premises the said lesaee covenant* and agrees: One Sixth (1/6) 1 
First. The lesaee shall deliver to the credit of lessor ta royalty, free of cost ia the pipe line to which lessee/may connect its wells, the equal 
/ g —a ngjuh part of all oil produced Md saved from the leaned prrmisem or, at lessee a option, may buy or sell such sai iiajiib roysity snd psy lessor 
TzXJf* t f ie market pnee for oil of like grade and gravity prevailing m the field on the day such oil is run uito pipe lines or into storage tanks. 
L /fj Second. To pay lessor i«« «nmh Hu) of the proceeds received for gaa sold from earn well where gas only ia found, or the market value at 
_ , , the well of such gas used oft the premises, and lessor to have gas free of cost from any well for all stoves and ail inside lights in the principal dwelling 
^ j * " house on such land during the same time by making hia own connections with the well at hia own risk and expense. 
L / 6 Third. To pay lessor nns month (\*} of the market value at the well for | u produced from any oil well and oscd ©if the premises, or for 
<^*» the manufacture of casing head gasoline or dry commercial gas. 
l( no well be commenced on said land on or before l h e _ £ 2 £ l L - d a y „/ October lo, 84 tJu. \eMm ^ n terminate 
aa lo bota parties, unless the lessee on or before that date shall pay or trader to the lessor or to the lessor's credit in '*•* 
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or its successor or successors, or any bank with which it may be merged, or consolidated, or which succeeds to its business or aaaeta or any part 
thereof, by purchase or otherwise, which shall continue as the depository regardless of changes in the ownership of the said land, the sum of 
THREE HUNDRED TWENTY and NO/10Q*^************************'< f**********n f i T f l f fq 
which shall operate aa a rental and cover the privilege of deferring the commencement of a well for twelve mootha from said date, In like sanae* 
and upon like payment* or tenders tbs- commencement of a well may be further deferred for like penods of the same number of months suee* wuvely. 
And it is understood and agreed that the consideration first recited herein, the down payment, covers not oniv the privileges granted to the date when 
said first rental is payable is aforesaid, but also the lessee s option of extending that period as aforesaid, and any and all other rights conferred. Rentals 
may be paid by check or draft and may be remitted by mail. MaiUng of rental on or before the rental-paying date tnali be deemed s umdy tender 
thereot and shall preclude termination of this lease. Notwithstanding the death of the lessor, or his successor in interest, the payment or tender of 
rentals in the manner provided above shall be binding on (he heirs, devisees, executors and administrators of such person. 
Should any well drilled on the land above described be a dry hole or eease to produce and there are no other producing well or wells on the 
land or drilling operations are not being conducted tnereon, then and in that event if a weil ia not commenced betore the next ensuing rental paring 
date after the expiration of ninety (90) dars Horn the date oi such dry hole or cessation of production, ibis lease snail terminate aa to both parse*, 
unless the lessee, on or betore tile rental paying date next ensuing after the expiration of ornery (90) days from the date ot the completion ot lae ory 
hole or cessation ot production, shall resume the payment of rentals m the same amount tad in the same manner u nereinbefore provided, and it is 
agreed upon resumption ot the payment of rentals, aa above provided, the U$t preceding paragrapa hereof, governing cae payment ot rentals and tae 
edect thereot, snail continue in torce as thouga there osd been no interruption m the rental payment. II t dry aoie MIoaid be dniied or u protisenon 
ceases at any time suasequent to ninety (90) days prior to the beginning of tne last year ot the primary term, no rental payment or operations are 
necessary in order to keep the leaae in force during the remainder ot the primary term. 
r^" If at any Qme, either before or after the expiration of tne primary term oRaia lease, Ifcere ts any gn weil on the lands covered heretrr or on 
other lands with woich said lands are pooled or unitized, which is capable of producing in paying quantities, but woica is taut ia either betore enr 
after production thereixom. and the production theretrpm is not being sold or used, le»<iee agrees to pay or lender to the mineral owners in Uie deposi-
tory bans; named in the lease, as royalty, a sum equal to^ tne amount of dHay rental* payanie under this lease. Soch payments snail be made on or oefore 
the shut in royalty payment date, as herein denned, next accruing titter the expiration of ninety (90) days trom the date the well was unut in. unless prior 
to such date gas from the weil is produced and sold or used In like msnner, on or before earn succeeding sous in royalty payment date wane sucn gaa 
weil remains snut in, le&*ee shall raaxe payment ot sunt in gas royalty m the same amount and manner. A. snut in gaa well capaoie ot producing in paying 
quantities shall be considerrd under all provisions of this lesse as a producing weil and this lease snail be in force and edect in like manner aa inoug£ 
the gaa LQereirom were actually being produced and wild or used The term "gas weU" shall mrlude wells capaoie of producing natural gaa, condensate 
distillate, or any gaseous stibntance. and wells cianaified aa gas weila by any governmental authority. The term "ihut in royally payment dale" mail 
mean any rental paying date of ttus lease if within the primary term, or any lunsequent anniversary thereof, if after the primary term, or any anni-
versary date of Una leaae if no rental paying date is specified brrem. 
If said lessor owns a le*s interest in the aoove dewenbrd land than the entire and undivided fee umpJe esute therein, then the nrraiups and rentals 
herein provided *oaii be paid the lessor only in the proportion wnich bis interest benrs to the wnoie and undivided fee However, mch rentals snail be 
increased at the next succeeding rental anniversary amr lessee has b*en notified of any reversion having occurred to cover the interest so acquired. 
Lessee snail have the nght to use, free oi cost, gaa, oil and w*ier produced on said land for ita operations thereon, except *%ter from »cils 
and reservoirs of lessor. Lessee snail have the ngat at any time to remove ail machinery and nxtures placed on said premises, mcinding me ngnt 
^^ to draw and remove casing. 
£* Lessee shall pay for damages csused by its operations rs^  s^ wwrna c^^ ps on said lands. When requested by the lessor, lessee mail bury bs oipe line* 
below piow depth. No weil shall be drilled nearer tnao 200 feet to the hou*e or bars now on said premises, witnoot the written consent ot the icsaor. 
Lessee shall have the nght to dnil lo completion with reasonable diligence and dispatch (1) any well commenced within the term ot this lease 
and (2) any weil commenced before the completion of a weil which baa been commenced within such term. If oil and gaa or either ot them Oe sound ui 
paying quantities in any such weil, tins lease shall continue and be m force with like edect aa if men weil had been completed wit&m the term ot years 
oereia orst mentioned. s a m e S G C t l O n 
Lessee is hereoy/granted the nght and power to pool or combine the scresge covered by this lease, or anr portion thereof, with other land, lea** 
or ieases in the-Hricahir/thereof at any ume and from time to time, whether before or after production, when in Lessees judgment it is necessary or «d 
nwble to do so for the prevention of vMie and the cooservmion and greatest ultimate recovery of oil or gas. Sucn pooling shall be into a runt or units not 
exceeding in area the acreage prescribed or Tequired in any Federal or Sute law order, rule or regulation for the dnlling or operauon of one wi-iL or for 
ootainmg the maximum allowable production trim one well or 10 seres each for the prodaction oi otL or 640 acres each ior the production ot gas, 
whichever is the Isrger. plus a tolerance oy^r the maximum area of 10 acres for the produrtion of oil or 6U) acres for the nroduction oi gas to tnciua* 
additional acreage in any irregular governmental subdivision or lot or portion thereof. Such pooling snail be effected by Leasees executing and nling 
in the omce woere (his lease is recorded an instrument identifying and describing the pooled screate. The production ol pooled substances and de-
velopment and operation on any porticn of a unit »o pooled, including the commencement, dnlling, completion and operation of a wed thereon iCail 
he considered and construed, and shall have the same effect, except for the payment of royalty, aa prodaction. development and operaaon on use ieasea 
their heirs, uxecuters, administrators, successors or aesi«na, but aa change la ttim ownersnlp ol tne load or assignment et rentals or royalties soen & 
oo the I m r - until alter the lessee hae been furnished with a written trunsier or assignment or a certified copy thereof; ami It is hereby agreed ui 
this lease shail be assigned u t a i part or parts of Lha ahw«« described lands and Uui assignee or assignee* of Mich part or part* shall (ail or make c 
(he payment of the prepertiunaie part u/ the rent* duo (rem hint or tbeui, Mich default shall net operate to defeat or affect thia lease in *e far J * it cov 
or part* of said Land* which the aaid lessee or any asslguee thereef snail muae due payment of said neat 
assignment of lhi« lease, ia whole or in part, shail aa to the extent of such assignment relieve and discharge the leasee of ail uollgetluits hereunder. 
Compliance with any ouw or hereafter esisting act, bill or statute purporting; to be enacted by any Federal or State legislative authority, or wil 
judgment*, decree*, rules, regulation* made or promulgated by State or federal court*, Sute or Federal offices, boards, commissions or commii 
porting io be made under authority of any such act, bill or statute, shall not eunsdtucc a riuladuo uf auy of the terms of tide lease or be considered a 
any ciaeee, uiiilgalieu, covenant, undenaJdiig, condition or aduuiadon contained hereto, our shail it be or conadtute a cause for the terminadun, 1 
reversion or revesting of any astute or interuat herein and hereby created and act out, nor shall any such compliance confer any right of entry or b< 
baak of any acdon fur damages ur suit for the forfeiture or vanceiladuo hereof; and while any such purport to be in force and effect they shall, w ben 
with by lessee or assigns, to the extent of such compliance operate aa modiflcatiou* of the terms and cooditkna of this lease where inconsistent then 
Laasrrr may at any Ume surrender this lease, in whole or in part, by delivering or miuiing a release to the lessor, or by placing a release of reci 
proper county. In the event of a partial release, (be annual deky rental above mendooed shall be reduced proportionately. 
>. Leader hereby releases and relinquishes any right of homestead, dower or courtesy they or eiUier uf them may have in or to d%u kaaed land. 
*^" Leaser hereby w^raAAaCsaeX^rees^dfefeJ^ (hat (he lessee shail have the right at any Ume I 
(or leaser, by pay meut, any mortgage, u u e s or other Ileus on the above described lands in the event of default of payment by lessor, and be subroga 
rights of the bolder thereof. 
Tbk lease and all It* ( e m u , condition* and sdpuiatlona binds each executing lessor >iod shail extend to and be blading on hk assigns, heirs anc 
and successors, and those of the ks*ee , though unsigned by odier lessors named hereinu 
^ Written consent w i l l De obtained from surface owners before operations 
cefttmeneed on bhe-d&gcr-±bed--^a-nda%—&tti^-~cons«nt~wi±]r*Tro-t--be-*-Tinrea-S'onab": 
w-i-fc-frhoid by aia-gfece-owne-g-s--
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. We sign the day and year an t above written. 
; ,..„._.(SEAU Qygr£h£j^tjpi 1.4 Gas..Corporator 
..(SEAL) 
.(SEAL) By: Ron K. Mitchell 
.(SEAL) Pres ident 
. Ariaoioat, Colorado, Idaho, Kansas, Montana 
STATE OF > ~ U „ Nebraska, Nevada, New Mesdeo, Nurtk Dskots, 
[SS. Soatb Dakota, Utah, Wyoming 
COUNTY OF. J ACiiLNOWLEDCMENT—INDIVIDUAL 
BEFORE ME. the undersigned, a Notary Public, in and for said County and State, on this _ _ . _ . , . .. „ , _ 
_ _ _ « _ . _ . . - . . . « - - _ _ — _ , 19 , personally appeared.^, —. 
««J . . . — — _ _ _ _ « — _ _ _ . , to me known to be the identical per* 
described in and who executed the within and foregoing inatrumeat of writing and acknowledged to me tiuu>...... ..-.—»... ... —^ .. •• 
executed the same aa.... ........ ... ....free and voluntary act and deed for the uses and purposes therein art forth, 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and amxed my notarial seal the day and year last above written. 
My Commission E»pir»* _ , — _ _ _ _ _ ^ . « _ „ _ — _ — ^ . . _ - . — - — Notary Pi 
- _ . _ - . . - ,
 1 Arizona^ Colorado, Idaho, Kansas, Montana 
STATE OF 1 Nebemslta, Nevada, New Mexico, Horxh Dakota . 
J SS. Soatht Dakota, Utah, Wyoming 
COUNTY O F - J A C i t N O W L E D C M £ N T - 1 INDIVIDUAL 
BEFORE ME, the undersigned, a Notary Public, in and for said County and Sute, on t b i a . . . _ . _ — 
...... — _ -, . _ » 1 9 . . _ — , peraonally appeared 
•"^ lo me known to be the idenucat per* 
described in and who executed the within and foregoing instrument of writing and acknowledged to me that . . . _ .__ . .-• . ... 
executed the same aa....,,...., .... ,...het and voluntary act and deed for the oaea and purposes therein set forth. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, i nave hereunto act my band and a£xcd my nouna! seal the day and year last above written. 
My Commission ^ I T ' — I ,, ., , • ,, .,. •• -— - > — 
Notary Pi 
State of U.T.M . ...} ACKNOWLEDGMENT (For use by Corporation) 
Cunty o/ .§§lt.Jkake }«• 
On this j-i?.5.6 day of J 2 . C t o b j e . r A. D. 19 S 3 _ before me pe 
appeared — ,....., ,.- to me personally known, who. b 
me duly
 5worn. did *ay chac he ia the . P r e s i d e n t o / . ^ O v S T t h r U S . t _ . Q i 1.....4_GaS.„C.Qr.P..QXS.ti$ 
..^  «... _...........~~...«. ,.^...unii liwiu lin mui mliwid iv amd " iiutiuuuiu u tin ^uiyuiute Jtui i>< ta>d • 
M N und that aid \aittument was signed and sealed in behail oi laid corporacion by authority oi its Board of Directors. 3 
acknowledged said instrument to be the free act and deed of said corporation. 
Witness my hand o.id ustl this 19 .5 . l l day cf _ 2 . £ t 9 $ $ J L A. D. 1< 
...Gi£^ iLa.L^ y._...... 
lijsllk. I S E J \ L } I / ' N o u r y Puhii* My Commission expirrs.. 
This instrument was filed for record on (he... 
day oi. . — i° at 
...-..-._ —...o'ciocJs......—^...M.. and duly recorded m 
Volume. . .—.« .„„,. Pa«jtf.„„..^,^^ ~..—«—^.. 
When recorded return (o 
— • o« me records o/ this orfice. 
» — « - OIL AND GAS LEASE 
*M<e*iti» »»< 
AGREEMENT, Made and entered into this. l f i £ iL_da 7 »' O c t o b e r , 19 .J3 
br sod between Overthrust Oil & Gas Corporation „ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_5225 Wiley Post Way, Suite 290, Salt Lake City, Utah 34116 
_ .t •• • • • , . M ... « • ,, u, • , . • . bereiaaiter called lessor (whether oat or mors) tad 
CQNOCU, I N C . , Box 1 2 6 / ; Ponca C i c y , QK 7 3 7 0 7 7 A D e l a w a r e Co, ^ t u t e called INN. 
WITNESSETH, That the said lessor, for aad in consideration of ten and more Dollars (510.00*) 
cash in hand paid, receipt oi which U hereby acknowledged aad of the covenants and agreement* hereinafter contained on the part of lessee to 
be paid, kept and performed, has granted, demised, leased, snd let and by these presenu does grant, demise, lease tad let unto the said lessee. 
Its successors sad assigns for the sole and only purposes of surveying by geological, geophysical and aU other methods, mining snd operating 
for oil and gas, and laying pipe linen, and building tanks, power statiooa and structures thereon to produce, save and take care of said products, 
all that certain tract of land, together with soy reversionary rights therein, situate in the County of finfflTTli i" ." C ^ ~ 
State «l U t P . h described as followa, to wit:. 
TOWNSHIP 1 SOUTH, RANGE 4EASTJ SLM 
Section 24: S/2SW/4 
TOWNSHIP 1 SOUTH, RANGE 5 EASTf, SLM 
Section 30:Lots 1, 2, 3 NE/4NW/4, NE/4 
.and wwfim'mr 4 0 0 . 7 4 ^r*^ Bore
 0r lea*, 
U It is sgreed that this lease shall remain in force for a terns of „ F O U r
 T » T . front date, and as long thereafter as oil or gaa, 
•f .or either of them, is produced from said land by the lessee, iu lucceasora and assigns. 
l
^__, la consideration of the premises the said lessee covenants and agrees: O n e S i x t h ( 1 / 6 ) £ 
"^ First. The lessee shall deliver to the credit of lessor as royalty, free of cost ia the pipe line to which lessee/may connect ita wells, the «?OA1 
l/Soa.x'qhth part oi &U oil produced and saved from the leased premises, or, at lessee's option, may buy or sell such >•• sisAik royalty snd pay letmot 
the market price for oil of like grade and gravity prevailing in the Held On the day such oil ia run into pipe lines or into storage tanks, 
1 / 6 Second. To pay lessor nns miphth l\(}) of the proceeds received for gas sold from each well where gas only is found, or the market value, st 
^-?/t the well of such gas used off the premises, and lessor to have gas free of cost from any well for all stoves snd all inside lights io the principal dwelling 
*J=£ZLhou*e on such land during the same lime by making his own connections with the well at his own risk snd expense. 
1 / 6 Third. To pay lessor «ins sigtub (Ki) of the market value at the well for gaa produced from any oil well and used off the premises, or foi 
.the manufacture oi casmg-hesd gasoline or dry commercial gas. $t±£ 
If no well be commenced oo said land on or before t h e — _ _ _ d a y »t UCtODer io o 4 ^ , \tMm ^\\ terminate 
aa to both parties, unless the lessee on or before that date shall pay or tender to the lessor or to the lessor's credit in the» 
ZIONS FIRST NATIONAL
 RaHtf ., 135 East 6100 South, SLC, Utah 
or ita successor or successors, or any bank with which it may be merged, or consolidated, or which succeeds to its business or assets «r any pan 
thereof, by purchase or otherwise, which shall continue as the depository regardless of changes ia the ownership of the said land, lh& iom oi 
FOUR fTUNDTRFlD AND 7 4 / i n n * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * n f l f J ^ H S 
which shall operate aa a rental and cover the privilege of deferring the commencement oi a well for twelve months from said date, la like maaaea 
and upon like payments or tenders the commencement oi a well may be further deferred for like periods of tbe same number of months suece^aireiy. 
Aad it ia understood and agreed that the consideration first recited berein, the down payment, covers not only the privileges granted to the date when 
said first rental is payable as aforesaid, but also the lessee's option of extending that period aa aforesaid, and any snd all otber rights conferred. Rentals 
may be paid by check or draft and may be remitted by mail. Mailing of rental on or before the rentai-paying date shall be deemed i Umeiy leader 
thereof snd ihall preclude termination of ibis lease. Notwithstanding the death of the lessor, or his successor in interest, the paymeat er tender ol 
rentals in the manner provided above shall be binding on the heirs, devisees, executors and sdmiaistrators oi inch person. 
Should any weil drilled on the land above described be a dry bole or cease to produce aad there are ao other producia* well or wells on th* 
land or drilling operations are not being conducted thereon, then and in that event if s -wed is not commenced before the nest ensuing rratai-panni 
date titer the expiration of ninety (90) days from the date of iuch dry bole or cessation of production, thi* lease ihall terminate as to both parnei 
unless the lessee, on or before the rental-paying date next ensuing after the expiration of ainery (90) days from the date oi the oompietion of the dr 
hole or cessation of production, shall resume the payment of rentals ia the same amount tad ia the same manner ss hereinbefore provided, and it i. 
sgreed upon resumption of the payment of rentals, aa above provided* ihe last preceding paragraph hereof, stoveraiag the payment of rentals and th< 
edect thereof, shall continue ia force aa though there bad been no interruption in the rental payment, If a dry hole should be drilled or if prodncnoi 
ceases at any bme subsequent to ninety (90) days prior to the beginning of the last year ot the primary term, no rental payment or operations an 
accessary ia order to keep the lease in force during the remainder of the primary term. 
tf st my time, cither .before or after the expiration of the* p^rSiJltt-itenfl Is any ti« well on the lands covered Hereby, ot o\ 
other lands with which said lands axe pooled or unitized, which is capsble of producing ia paying quantities, but which is »hut-in either before o 
liter production therefrom, and the production therefrom is not being sold or used, leasee agrees to pay or tender to the mineral owners ia the deposj 
tory bank named in the lease, ss royalty, a sum equal to/y<he amount of delay rentals payable under this lease. Snch payments shall be saoe on or beior 
the shut-in royalty payment date, sa herein denned, next accruing after the expiration oi ninety (90) days from the date the well waa shut-in, aniesa pno 
to such date gas from the well is produced and sold or used. In like manner, on or before each succeeding ihut-ia royalty payment date while luca ta 
well remains abut-in, lessee shall make payment of shut-in gas royalty in the same amount and manner. A sbut-in gas well capable of producing in payin 
quantities shall be considered under sll provisions oi this leare ss a producing wed and this lease shall be in force and effect in like maaaer is LSoat^  
the gas therrirora were actually being produced and sold or used. The term "gaa well" »haii include wella capable of producing natural a^*, condensate 
distillate, or any gavwoua imbalance, and wetls classified aa gaa wells by any governmental authority. The terra "ihuMn royalty payment date" JOAI 
mean any rental-paying date of this lease if within the primary term, or sny tuhsequenl anniversary thereof, if after the primary lens, or any ana 
ternary date of this lease if no rental-paying date is specified herein. 
If said lessor owns a less interest in the shove described land than the entire and undivided fee simple estate therein, then the royaides and rentaj 
herein provided abaii be paid the lesnor only in the proportion which his interest bears to the whole and undivided fee. However, tucz rentals AOJUI b 
increased st the next succeeding rental anniversary sfter lessee has been notified oi any reversion having occurred to cover the interest so acquired. 
Lessee shall have the right to use, free of cost, gas, oil and water produced on said land for its operations thereon, except water from we-ilj 
tad reservoirs ot lessor. Lessee shall hate the right at any time to remove sll machinery snd ixturea placed oa said premises, including the right 
to draw aad rsmove csaing. 
< lU- Leasee shall pay for damages caused by its ope?adonaHXgre*r*^I£i& i^ oo said Linda. When requested by the lessor, lessee shall bury his pipe line 
oelow plow depth. iNo well shall'be drilled nearer than 200 feet to the house or barn now on said premises, without the written consent of the lessor. 
Lessee ahsil have the right to drill to completion with reasonable diligence and dispatch (1) any well commenced within the term of this lesj 
and (2) any well commenced before the compledon oi a well which has been commenced within such term. If oil snd gss or either of them be found i 
paying quantities in any such welL, this lease shall continue and be ia force with like effect aa if such well had been completed within the term of yeaa 
herein first mentioned. s a m e s e c t i o n 
*^A*— Leasee is hereby g^ranted the right sod power to pool or combine thi screage covered by this lease, or any portion thereof, with other land, leai 
<Sr leases in thernptpsjr./ihertoi at any time and from drae to dme, whether before or sfter production, when in Lessee's judgment it is aeceasarr or s< 
risahle to do so for tiie prevendon of waste and the conservation aad greatest ultimate rrcovery of oil or gas. Such pooling shall be into s emit or units at 
exceeding: in area the acreage prescribed or required in any Feder.il or State law, order, rule or regulation for the drilling or operation of one weiL or ft 
obtaining the majnmum allowable production from one well, or 40 acres each for the production of oil, or 640 seres each for the proauction of ?* 
whichever :» the larger, plus a toiersnee over the maximum area of 40 acres for the production oi oil or 6-10 acres for the production of zas to inciut 
additional acreage in any irregular governmental subdivision or lot or portion fherrof. Such poo'iini *h*d be effected by Leasee's executing and Slir 
in the olfice where this lease is recorded an instrument identifying sod describing the pooled acreage. The production oi pooled iuh*taaces and d 
velopment and operation on any portion oi a unit so pooled, including the commencement, drilling, completion and operation oi a weii thereto, thj 
U Ibe eaieie oi etiaer party oeneto m aeaigneu, ana u»e privilege Of •—igning in w o o * or la part U espreaeiy allowed, in* covenant* nereoi »naJi < 
their heir*, usei-uter*, adndnlairalor*, »uccu**ar» or ae*lgn*, but BO change in the ewnertniu of the land or aealgnment of rentala or ru)eitle» ahaail b< 
oa (be le»*ee uudl after the le**ee ha* been fumiahed with A written frunafer or aeeigutneni or a certified copy dxcreof; mod. il in hereby agreed iu j 
till* Ic«t4 iJuil be aaalgned a* u* a part or parte of the above described land* and die a**i!guee or aaaigneea of »ucu part or parte •bail tali or make d 
the pa>aicui of the proportionate part of die rent* due (rum bin* or them, audi dc/judl ahall oot operate (o defeat or affect thia leaae la so far aa it cov« 
or parte of said laoda which the said leasee or any assignee liiereof shall make due pay meat wf said renti 
assignment of this lease, la whole ar In part, shall aa to die extent of such assignment relieve and discharge die lessee of ail obligation* hereunder. 
Cooiauaacc wldi any now or hereafter existing act, bill or statute purporting to be enacted by auy Federal or State legislative audiuciry, or -will 
Judgments, decrees, rules, regulation* made or promulgated by Slate or Federal courts. State or Federal office*, board*, commissions or commit 
pvrthig to he made under audiority of any such act, bill or statute, shall nut cueaillui* a vieiadon of any of die terma of tfua lease or be considered a 1 
any clause, obligation, covenant, undertaking, condition or sduuiatiwa contained hereim, aor khail it be or constitute a cauac for the termination, fi 
retvrsieu or revesting wf any eaiate or interest herein and hereby created and set out, BMC shall any tuch compliance confer any right of entry or be 
beak of an> acdoa for damage* or suit for the forfeiture or canceiladon hereuf; and while any such purport to he in force and effect they shall, when 
with hy ie**cv or assigns, to die extent of audi compliance operate aa modifications of lb* term* and randitfetna of Uu* lea** where inconaiatent them 
Lessee may at any liiutt surrender thia leaae, In whole or In part, by delivering or mailing a release to die le**er, or by placing a releaae of reco 
proper county, la Ute e>eni of a partial relea*e, the annual delay rental above mentioned shall be reduced propordonately. 
# Leaser hereby releaae* and relinquishes any right of homeatead, dower ur courtesy they or cither of them may have in or to die leaaed land. 
*> Lessor hereby>MW«ag«4:o:eC^»rirf\ttrtih9Cft^ "** lh*» i c«*** *n* i l « •*• *"« ri»ut *< * n v » • • u 
for lessor, by payment, any mortgage, taxes or other ileua on the above described land* in die event of default of pay moot by leseer, and be subrogal 
righta of die holder thereof. 
Thia leaae and all It* terma, coodltfoaa and «dpuladona bind* each executing leaner and ahall extend to and be binding on hut aaslgna, heir* and 
K and successors, and thoee of die ic»aee, Uaough unalgned by odier leaaora named herein., 
v~ Wr i t t en c o n s e n t w i l l be o b t a i n e d from s u r f a c e owners b e f o r e o p e r a t i o r 
centmeneed on fche--deaer-±:bed-4:and3-;—Gaid co:crsell1^"<wi±i•^^^ot^ •i^ •e^ anreasonafrl 
w-i-fefrtre-l-d by smp-geee—owner-s%— • — 
IN WITNESS^ WHEKEOF, We tign the day and year ant above writus. 
.-.-.(SEAL) (teejp&pisfefiti 
(SEAL) A ^ - K W 
a s ^ C o r p o r a t i o a 
.(SEAL) 
.(SEAL) 
Bv: Ron K. Mitchell 
P r e s i d e n t 
STATE O F -
COUNTY OF.. 
• S S . 
Arisnaa, Colorado, Idaho, Kanaaa, Mo 
Mebrnaka, Nevada, New Mexico, Nortk Dakota, 
South. Dakota, Utah, Wyoraiug 
A C i ' W O V U D C M E N T — INDIVIDUAL 
BEFORE ME, the undersigned, a Notary Public, in and for aaid County and State, on dua.. 
» . — — ;—• , 1 9 . M . . . . ^ peraooally «np*a>#«i 
and. 
_ In me koowa la be die identical pertoi 
deaorihed in and who executed lite within and foregoing instrument of writing and acknowledged to me ***** -~ . . . 
executed the tame aa - . . - . . . - — - — - — f r e e and volunury act and deed for the aae* and purpoaei therein aet forth. 
IN WITNESS WliEREOF, I have hereunto act my hand and affixed my notarial teal die day and year laat above written. 
My Commiaaioa Expire*.
 mmm„^.. — . . , ..^. .^.^^^^^^^^^^^m^mm^m.^^mmmmmm^. „„—.—, - . « _ Notary Fa 
STATE O F -
COUNTY O F - :} SS. Arixooa, Colorado, Idaho, Kanaaa, Montana Ndbraaka, Nevada, New Mexico, Nortb Dakota. South Dakota, Utah, Wyoming ACX.NO vTLEDCMENT — INDIVIDUAL 
BEFORE ME, die undeniigaed, a Notary Public, in and for taid County and State, on diia-
- . . — — — . — « - « — ^ - _ . . _ , 1 9 — « ^ - , peraooally ' r p " ^ ' ^ 
and.. , to me known to be the identical peraec 
deachhed in and who executed die widlin and foregoing inatrument of writing and icknowicdged in me that .—™™»~-
executed the tame **,_—..- _„ free and Toluatary act and deed for the ute* and purpose* u W e i n tet forth. 
IN W I T N E S S W H E R E O F , 1 have hereunto »ef my hand sad affixed my notarial aeai die day and year laat above written. 
My Confutation E x p i r e e —.—. — . - . « _ » , . , • — — — * — 
Notary Pnl 
Slate of . . - » . . y.Js.-ft" ] A C K N O W L E D G M E N T (For uae by Corporation) 
_jp.ctpber x. D. i° ^^ 
Gwuaty of — 
On Uiix.. 
appeared 
JJTAH 
^S.alt_Lake... 
10th 
M M day of.,. 
Ron K. M i t c h e l l 
before me per 
to me personally known, who, be: 
me duly sworn, did say (hat he is the. E.?^.^3s .d^.nt a a a i0t Overthrust^^ iQil...A...QasijCorp,oratiq 
. . . . «—. >..„. ~_.~. ~>. . - . . — . , . . a n d ^ »hit tj\tt t a J *ilix*ti r j r.aii iflaurymant ii d w co>e<w<i! x n i ui j ^ u *m 
and ctut sa id inatrument: w a s Mqned and sea l ed in behalf of sa id corporat ion b y author i ty of itx Board of Direc tors , an 
» ,„3i5 .0 . . . .1>. . t . . . .El i . .r .Che. l l acknowledged said inatrument to be the free act and deed of said corporation. 
.1.0th
 anv n( October Wiuiesa my hand a.id ir.ai this.. - o a y cf... , A. D. 19-
(SEAL) 
My Conuxuxxiun expires, 
....IM.ik,.MiLiL\ 
,.. LUMIL 
Notary Public. 
Thia instrument w a ; filed for record on the « -^^„ 
day of. _ . . . .19 . at 
. — . _ - . . -~ .o docJt— ~~,...}A.. and duly recorded m 
Volume.—-.- .—«.^«.. . -^.^. . Paue . 
™ _ ~ ~ — - o < » » recorda of dua office. 
When recorded return to 
B y -
i\ t 
J i 
V 
CALLISTER, DUNCAN & NEBEKER 
PAUL R. INCE (A4345) 
Suite 800 - Kennecott Building 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84133 
Telephone: (801) 530-7300 
Attorneys for Zions First National Bank 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY 
|1 STATE OF UT2 
* * * * * * * 
ZIONS FIRST NATIONAL BANK, 
a National Association, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
FIRST SECURITY FINANCIAL, a 
Utah corporation. 
Defendant. 
COMPLAINT 
Cikn.1 No. C^ J/^1^7^ 
Honorable 
u
- i -1 *« a a -
'iVs 
* * * * * * * 
Plaintiff Zions First National Bank ("Zions"), for causes 
of action against defendant First Security Financial ("FSF"), 
alleges as follows: 
1. Zions is a national association with its principal 
place of business located at One South Main, Salt Lake City, 
Utah. 
I : DEFENDANT'S 
i EXHIBIT 
2. FSF is a Utah corporation with its principal place oi 
business located at 135 South Main, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
3. On or about December 10, 1982, FSF entered into that 
certain Asset Purchase Agreement (the "Asset Purchase 
Agreement") among FSF, Capitol Thrift and Loan Company, a Utah 
corporation ("Capitol"), Richard A Christensen, an individual 
("Christensen"), and Bruce L. Moesser, an individual 
("Moesser"). A true and correct copy of the Asset Purchase 
Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and incorporated 
herein by reference. 
4. On or about December 13, 1982, FSF, Capitol, 
Christensen and Moesser entered into that certain Closing 
Agreement dated December 13, 1982 (the "Closing Agreement"), a 
true and correct copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit 
"B" and incorporated herein by reference. 
5. Pursuant to the terms of the Asset Purchase Agreement, 
as modified by the Closing Agreement (collectively the 
"Purchase Agreement"), FSF purchased certain assets and assumed 
certain liabilities of Capitol. 
- 2 -
6. The purchase price for the Assets transferred to FSF 
pursuant to the Purchase Agreement was $1,207,777,42, of which 
$200,000.00 allegedly was paid to Capitol by FSF on December 
13, 1982. The balance of $1,007,777.42 was to be paid to 
Capitol by FSF on December 13, 1985. 
7. Interest on the deferred portion of the purchase price 
was to accrue interest at an annual rate of ten percent (10%) 
and to be paid in quarterly installments, with the first such 
interest installment due March 13, 19183. 
8. On or about September 28, 1984, Capitol executed and 
delivered to Zions that certain promissory note in the original 
principal sum of $1,000,000.00. together with interest to 
accrue at an annual rate of two and one-half percent (2.5%) 
above Zions1 base rate (the "Capitol Note"). A true and 
correct copy of the Capitol Note is attached hereto as Exhibit 
"C" and incorporated herein by reference. 
9. As security for payment of the Capitol Note and 
pursuant to that certain Assignment and Security Agreement 
dated September 28, 1984 executed by Capitol in favor of Zions 
(the "Assignment"), Capitol assigned to Zions, and granted 
Zions a security interest in. all amounts owing to Capitol and 
- 3 -
all rights of Capitol to receive payment from. FSF pursuant to 
the Purchase Agreement. A true and correct copy of the 
Assignment is attached hereto as Exhibit "D" and incorporated 
herein by reference. 
10. Pursuant to both the Assignment and that certain UCC-
financing statement no. 988897 filed with the State of Utah on 
October 1. 1984 (the "UCC-l"), Zions has a valid, properly 
perfected and enforceable security interest in both the amount 
owing to Capitol and Capitol's right to receive payments under 
the Purchase Agreement. A true and correct copy of the UCC-1 
is attached hereto as Exhibit "E" and incorporated herein by 
reference. 
11. FSF had actual knowledge of the Assignment pursuant t< 
the following: 
(a) Notice'of the Assignment was sent to FSF on or 
about September 28, 1984 (the "Notice"). A true and correct 
copy of the Notice is attached hereto as Exhibit "F" and 
incorporated herein by reference; 
(b) Christensen, who executed the Assignment as 
president of Capitol, was president of FSF at the time 
Christensen executed the Assignment, 
- 4 -
12. Capitol has defaulted on the Capitol Note by failing 
to pay both interest and principal in accordance with the terms 
and conditions of the Capitol Note. 
13. Demand has been made by Zions upon FSF for payment to 
Zions of the amounts due and owing under the Purchase Agreement 
and such demand has been refused. 
14. Zions is informed and believes, and on the basis of 
said information and belief alleges, that there is a balance 
owing to Capitol by FSF under the Purchase Agreement* 
15. Pursuant to the Assignment, £ions is entitled to all 
amounts owing to Capitol by FSF under the Purchase Agreement. 
WHEREFORE, Zions prays for judgment against FSF as follows: 
1. A determination by the Court of the amounts due and 
owing to Capitol by FSF under the Purchase Agreement; 
2. An order requiring FSF to pay to Zions the amount 
owing by FSF to Capitol under the Purchase Agreement; 
- 5 -
3. Reasonable attorney's fees and costs incurred her 
and 
4. Such other and further relief as the Court deems 
equitable and just. 
Dated the 2»r& day of March. 1987. 
CDN1709I 
CALLISTER, DUNCAN & NEBEKER 
BV tlSLfcJ^ 
Paul E. Ince 
Attorneys for Zions First 
National Bank 
012 i RIC7 COUn i , SALT L-" • £ 0CUM7Y. STATE C? 
UTAH. / ^ 
OEPUTY COURT CLERK 
- 6 -
STOCK PURCHASE AGREEMENT 
This Agreement is made and entered into this 30th day 
of June, 1984, by, between and among RICHARD A. CHRISTENSON, a 
resident of Salt Lake City, Utah (hereinafter referred to as 
the "Seller"), and LEO M. BERTAGNOLE, JR., HAROLD W. 
BERTAGNOLE, JAY R. BERTAGNOLE, GENE L. BERTAGNOLE, MYRTLE B. 
JENSEN, EMANUEL A. FLOOR, and RON K. MITCHELL (hereinafter 
individually referred to as the "Buyer" and collectively as 
"Buyers")• 
RECITALS; 
A. The Seller owns 2,500 shares of the 10,000 issued 
and outstanding shares of common stock of KIMBALL ASSOCIATES, 
INC., a Utah corporation, (hereinafter referred to as 
"KIMBALL"). 
the Zions Debt of the Seller in exchange for the "Seller's stock 
in KIMBALL. 
C. The Seller desires to sell, and the Buyers desire 
to purchase, all of the shares of the common stock of KIMBALL 
currently owned by Seller, all upon the terms and conditions 
hereinafter set forth. 
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual cove-
nants and agreements contained herein, and other good and 
valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which 
are hereby acknowledged, the parties hereto agree as follows: 
ARTICLE I 
PURCHASE AND TRANSFER OF THE SHARES 
Section 1.01. Sale and Transfer of the Shares. In 
reliance upon the representations and warranties set forth 
herein and subject to the terms and conditions set forth in 
this Agreement, on the Closing Date (as hereinafter defined), 
J2*-
binding unless executed in writing by the party making such 
waiver* 
Section 8.12. Number and Gender, Unless the context 
requires otherwise, as used herein the singular shall include 
the plural and singular and each gender shall include both 
other genders. 
Section 8.13. Restrictive Endorsement. After execu-
tion of this Agreement, and until Closing, the certificate 
representing the Shares shall be endorsed with language 
reciting that the ownership and transfer of the Shares is 
subject to the terms of this Agreement. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused 
this Agreement to be executed and delivered as of the date 
first above written. 
SELLER: 
BUYERS: 
Ur-^'C,. 
RICHARD A. CHRISTENSON 
m 
. BERTAGNOLE, JR. 
y HAROLD W. BERTAGNOL 
. c ,-.<*s*^ r_». 
~\ 
JAY R. BERTAGNOLE - , —T f 
GENE L. B E R T A G N O L E ~ 
5710C 
MYRTLE/B. JENSEN u2 
*&*^><A>*lS 
EMANUEL A. FLpOR 
RON K. MITCHELL 
-8-
\fi) £Ps? ^  ^ w - ^ / 
RICH A BD A GHMSTENSOF ' <%_ i^ \VULf 
January 16, 19 84 
^H^Cr^f Q r & ^ ^ v ^e> Sr^c ''V*"TV 
OVJA c^ 7\r^  
(jV^ '+G.tp U</^ 
Manny Floor & Ron Mitchell 
c/o Bertagnole Properties 
5225 Wiley Post Way #290 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116 _ _ ^ _ „ _ _ _ _ _ „ 
Dear Manny & Ron: 
I would like to present a plan that woiild allow you to 
acquire the 49 year old Capitol Thrift and Loan (now known 
as The Capitol Company). I agreed not to be in the thrift 
and loan business in competition with First Security when I 
assumed the Presidency of First Security Financial last 
year. They have been most gracious in allowing me to do my 
tax planning as I've phased out my various business activ-
ities. 
Capitol has had an excellent reputation in the community and 
has some unusual attributes that should make it a profitable 
acquisition for you. The following are some of these things: 
1. The ability to offer checking privileges to 
customers on a draft type basis. The only differ-
ence between this type of a checking account and 
normal bank type checks is ttjat the clearing 
process must be handled by another bank on a draft 
basis. Customers of Foothill Thrift comment that 
they don't know the difference between their 
Foothill Thrift checks and those of any other 
institution. 
2. The ability to offer IRA, KEOGH and NOW accounts 
just like any bank or savings and loan associa-
tion. 
The authorization to take in deposits on a ratio 
of up to $10 from the public for every liquid 
dollar of capital you have in the business. New 
companies must start at a 5 to 1 ratio and earn 
the higher ratio over a period of time by perform-
ance and profitability. 
Mr. Floor & Mr. Mitchell 
January 17, 1984 
Page Two 
4. To receive direct deposit of Social Security, 
Veterans Administration, and other government 
checks directly into the savings accounts of 
depositors. 
5. A license located at 2nd South and Main Street in 
the heart of Salt Lake's Financial Center. 
6. Attractive offices and a favorable lease that can 
either be assumed in total for its remaining term 
or to sublet the space all or in part to existing 
temporary tenants. 
In all of its 49 year history Capitol has been profitable 
every single operating year. We have certified audits to 
verify the performance and capability of the company. 
Although you will not be buying loans or savings accounts, 
you will be buying the Capitol name and location. This 
location has had a following for many years and has proven 
itself as the audits will show. 
I am desirous of structuring this deal to minimize my taxes. 
For this reason I would not want to take cash but want to 
deal with an entity that is creative and will accomodate my 
needs. With this in mind I would like to propose the 
following scenario, I would sell my interest in the Capitol 
Company for the amount of the contract I have with First 
Security Bank, which is $1,007,777.42, plus a 10% premium. 
I have an $870,00 0 loan with Zionfs Bank which Capitol has 
signed on as a guarantor. I would want this obligation 
assumed or refinanced by you so that I would have no further 
responsibility. The balance of $287,777.42 could be payable 
together with buyout of my interest in Bertagnole Properties, 
which If11 discuss after giving you some detail on the First 
Security contract. 
The $1,007,777.42 First Security contract receivable bears 
interest at 10% and is payable quarterly with the next 
payment due March 17, 19 84, and is paid in full December 17, 
198 5. This contract calls for any accounts that are class-
ified as "doubtful" or "loss" by the Utah State Department 
of Financial Institutions to be charged to the Reserve for 
Loss account that was transferred to First Security along 
with our loans and real estate owned. At the time of 
purchase these receivables and real estate owned amounted to 
$8,303,757.13 with a reserve of $234,849.31. Currently the 
total receivable and real estate owned amount to approxi-
mately $3,300,000 and the reserve account to approximately 
$152,000. Almost 95% of the Capitol accounts are real 
Mr. Floor & Mr. Mitchell 
January 17, 1984 
Page Three 
estate secured so in the unlikely event that the nonre-
fundable reserve was eaten up, that portion of the contract 
would be paid back in real estate or mortgages backed by the 
real estate instead of cash. 
As we discussed over lunch with Manny several weeks ago, I 
would also like to propose a long-term "no lose" type buyout 
of my interest in Bertagnole Properties. If the acquisition 
of the Capitol Company and my interest in Bertagnole Proper-
ties could be combined, a number of things would be bene-
ficially addressed such as: 
1. You would have total control of the now proven 
Kimball Project. 
2. You would have your own financial institution with 
all the fexibility this would provide: 
a. Direct Deposit Savings 
b• NOW Accounts 
c. Mortgage banking and brokering. 
d. Servicing income on contracts, etc, 
with other institutions. 
placed 
3. . The ability to "synergize" the East Canyon Resort 
project with a wholly owned I^imball-Park City 
project and not be concerned 
a non-family outside owner. 
about conflicts with 
My proposal is simple and straightforward as the following 
schedule indicates: 
Price: 
My interest in Bertagnole Properties 
My interest in Capitol Company 
$3,750,000 
1,100,000 
Less assumption of Zions Bank line 
$4,350,000 
870,000 
$ 3 , 9 8 0 , 0 0 0 
?jjs 
^
 ctx 
^ 
n r . r i o o r & rar. jyiitcneii 
January 17, 1984 
Page Four 
Terms: 
$3,980,000 to be paid without interest on the following 
schedule: 
$110,000 
$120,000 
$140,000 
$160,000 
$180,000 
$200,000 
$250,000 
And $250,000 per year plus an amount equal to the 
increase of the Consumer Price Index until paid. 
January 
January 
January 
January 
January 
January 
January 
15, 
15, 
15, 
15, 
15, 
15, 
15, 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
The reason I am structuring the deal this way is to create 
an option sale contract that will give me capital gains 
treatment on the $3,98 0,000. I'm sure it doesn't matter to 
you but there is a considerable difference to me. Your 
comments would be appreciated. 
Sinc-ez'Sly, 
a^ 
Richard A. Christenson 
RAC:aw 
IN THE THIRD J U D l S i l f ^ 
I I / \ 1" I III' KOK T00ELt: Co6*tfT§£? ^TATTE1 -OF^ UTAH 
ZIONS FIRST NATIONAL BANK, 
et al , 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
OVERTHRUST OIL & GAS CORP., 
et al., 
Defendants. 
Civil No. CV88-087 
Transcript of 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
* * * 
BEFCV-t- •NOTABLE HOMER P . WILKINSON, JUDGE 
S a l t Lake C i t y , U t a h 
r h u r ->day , S e p t e m t - * - r 
APPEARANCES 
For the Plaintiff 
Zions Bank 
BRUCE J, NELSON 
Attorney at Law 
215 South State St., #700 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
For the Defendant: 
Overthrust Oil & Gas 
LORIN N. PACE 
Attorney at Law 
136 E. South Temple, #1200 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
For the Defendant: 
Capitol Thrift and 
Richard Christenson 
R. STEPHEN MARSHALL 
Attorney at Law 
50 South Main St., #1600 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84144 
REPORTER: SUZANNE WARNICK, RPR, CSR 
Official Court Reporter 
240 East 400 South, #534 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
801-535-5479 
1 THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 7 , 1 9 8 9 ; 8 : 5 0 A . M . 
2 M E M O R A N D U M D E C I S I O N 
3 
4 (By telephone conference call with all parties.) 
5 THE COURT: As I say, I am going to give you 
6 the findings of facts, and one of you will be preparing 
7 the findings of facts and conclusions of law in the 
8 case. 
9 The Court does find that the Agreement of 
10 September 30, 1987 is a valid agreement. That the 
11 agreement does give the plaintiff the right -- well, th 
12 plaintiff, it would be their right to set it aside if 
13 there is any failure in the terms of the agreement. 
14 That the Overthrust matter would amount to a failure of 
15 the agreement. 
16 That plaintiffs are estopped from setting th 
17 agreement aside based on the fact that approximately tw 
18 years have elapsed and plaintiff has elected to treat i 
19 as a valid agreement, and have in filing suit against 
20 Overthrust and in filing suit against the receivables 
21 and have not proceeded to give any notice as far as any 
22 intent to set it aside. 
23 That under the agreement Capitol Thrift and 
24 Christenson were released or are released from 
25 liability. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
That Overthrust was not a party to the 
agreement. That Woodhead, as president, of Overthrust, 
was involved In the negotiations of the agreement and 
1 had full knowledge ot it, *> ;jn*evrs i^ J ;;ie 
implications fha" would follow. 
Tha • ** )dl::«ead ag reed t.• canv ey * r. e ;verthrus t 
property pursuant to *:he agreement That he agreed to 
! g* : s , . . v r- -u»^ r«; of directors to convey the 
property. Of course that was at a later date that he 
agreed to u ^har, That Woodhead suggested a friendly 
suit, the intent being that Overthrust would not contest 
the suit, That Woodhead1s actions were outside the 
author,! ty wr - -ml as president of t-he corporation 
and would nor be binding on the corporation, Overthrust. 
That: the Overthrust mortgage was given by 
Bertagnole, the owner of the property or majority 
stockholder,, *nd nobody has contested this mortgage. 
That Overthrust through Bertagnole did receive benefit 
from the mortgage. That Overthrbst was not an 
accommodation party as defined in the statutes. 
That Bertagnole had an interest in the 
Capitol Thrift who was the maker 
pursuant to this common interest 
of the note. That 
of Bertagnole's, that 
the holder that!s the plaintiff, could release the 
mortgage — that should be could release the maker, 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Capitol Thrift, Without releasing the mortgage of 
Overthrust. 
That even though Bertagnole had an interest 
in both Capitol Thrift and Overthrust, they were two 
separate entities. That Overthrust would have a right 
of subrogation against Capitol Thrift. That Christenso 
was a guarantor of the note, which means that if all 
else failed, that he would be responsible. That the 
plaintiffs in the agreement released Christenson. That 
Overthrust would not have a right of subrogation agains 
Christenson. 
That the First Security receivables were 
specifically given for security for the note, the loan 
in question. That Section 35 in Summit County was 
specifically given for security for the note or the loa 
in question. That the other properties referred to as 
the boot were intermingled with Bertagnole, with Capito 
Thrift and with Christenson. And all were involved as 
! far as the notes, series of notes, between them and the 
bank, the plaintiff. 
That the plaintiff's cause of action for 
foreclosure on the Overthrust property is granted, but 
stayed pending Overthrust's receiveing credit for the 
receivables for Section 35 and for an apportionate shar 
of the boot. It had been argued one-fifth. I am sayin 
4 
that this should be determined is to what the overall 
o b l i g a t i o n s a r e . And they should he gi v e n Mie snare 
that they are entitled to taking into consideration the 
s i z e of their n o t e , u n l e s s tlniere are any of these boots 
that w e r e s p e c i f i c a l l y g i v e n and tied to one of the 
p r i o r J oans prior notes. If that be the case where It 
was specifically tied to that note, then of course it 
would not be considered as what we refer to as the boot 
and considered as far as apportioning the share. 
I think that covers i|t. Any questions? 
M R , N E L S O N Your' Honor , t h I s I s B r u c e 
Nelson. I presumed that you might have made a finding 
a s t: c • t: 1: 1 e • a m o i 11 :i i n g 1 e s s t: I i e c r e d 11 t h a t y o u h a v e 
i n d i c a t e d that w a s t e s t i f i e d to by Mr. P o t t s . 
THE COURT: Yes, I did* 1 ad not — Irll 
have to look back in my notes. I didn't know that was 
really in question. 
MR. NELSON: It wasn't. But I think you need 
to make a finding as to any amount owing as to 
foreclosure. 
THE COURT: I agree with you, and I should 
have done that. And the amount owing would have been 
the amount of the loan plus any amount in the -- what 
was t:he amount stated? I can't see it. Is there any 
objection? 
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19 
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23 
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25 
but 
find 
ques 
it. 
it s 
MR. NELSON: 
I think it was $1 
THE COURT: 
my notes. 
MR. NELSON: 
I don1t have it in front of me, 
,461,000 approximately. 
That sounds reasonable. I could 
I don't think any of us have any 
tion as to what was testified t 
MR. PACE: 
It was somewhere 
THE COURT: 
pecifically in my 
Otherwise, I am going 
has read. 
MR. NELSON: 
Bruce. The question 
indicating that forec 
I remember Mr. 
in excess of 
That!s what I 
o . 
Potts testifying to 
$1,450,000. 
recall. But I have 
notes if there is any question. 
to accept the 
Thatf s fine, 
regarding the 
losure cannot 
figure that Bruce 
your Honor. This i 
stay, are you 
proceed until the 
lawsuit with First Security has been completed, or are 
you 
any 
that 
case 
saying we may foreclose now? 
THE COURT: 
rights that you hi 
question came in 
And the questi 
I donlt want 
ave as far as 
my mind as I 
on is, how are 
to hold you back fro 
the property. And 
was deciding the 
you going to 
foreclose as far as the amount of the property without 
know ing what you have the right to 
MR. MARSHALL: Well, can 
Steve Marshall. I am 
take? 
I interrupt? This i 
sort of not involved in this 
6 
particular issue, but one suggestion might be to go 
ahead and foreclose now. Ana tnen if 'her^ s 
recovery on the Firs4- Security lawsuit wh.; .-.-•. woa;.s give 
an excess to Zions Bank, t hei i maybe Zions could be 
ordered to pay that over to Overthrust. 
THE COURT: We.l I , I Hunk that is a solution. 
But 1 don't know if Lorin would object to that in that I 
don M know if he wants to ke^p «*ome of the property or 
if they want to foreclose the property and settle it out 
and take their money. 
MR. PACE: Judge, x don t know exactly what 
they ought to take with respect to all of T M S 1 am, 
wonde r i ng i f I cou 1 d J r om c t ' >? reporter -> - ^  u - d 
send this out and 1 receive a copy or * he Memorandum 
Decision Then I si ippose you were going to ask one of 
us to draft these findings and conclusions. 
THE COURT: Yes. 1 am going to ask Bruce 
Nelson to do it. 
MR PACE: It's always' appropriate for the 
winner to do that. 
MR, NELSON: I would b|e glad to do that, your 
Honor. 
MR. PACE: At any rate, it seems to me that 
t h e r e m a y b e s o m e q u e s t i o n s , Judge, t h a * -n a - -.- all of us 
would want to raise either prior to the drafting of 
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25 
those items or after. For instance, I think the Court 
indicated that we s hould receive credit on the note als 
for Section 35. Section 35 was sold as a part of a 
block of prop erty. 
entitled to credit 
I 
additional fi 
evidentiary h 
Because until 
don f t have a 
THE 
said that the 
know. 
MR. 
think 
ndings 
earing 
we ha 
finite 
COURT 
f orec 
PACE: 
of our discussions 
you are there We 
another conference 
THE 
two of you? 
MR. 
MR. 
problem with 
that we could 
office, and d 
MR. 
COURT 
Nevertheless, I think we would be 
against the note for that amount. 
we also probably need to make 
of fact and maybe an additional 
to deal with the question of boot. 
ve a finite debt to work against, we 
debt to foreclose against. 
: That's one of the reasons why I 
losure was stayed pending. I don't 
Maybe, Judge, we could get a copy 
from the reporter. And reporter, if 
could maybe then we could have 
with the Court. 
: That's fine. How about the other 
MARSHALL: 1 have no problem. 
NELSON: This is Mr. Nelson. I have no 
that , your Honor. Perhaps after we review 
get together in conference, maybe in your 
iscuss 
PACE: 
the best way to handle that. 
ThanK you, Judge. I know this has 
8 
1 presented a number of problems, and I appreciate your 
2 attention to ±L. ± know it causes some concern, but 
3 that's what judges are called upon to do. 
4 .-. • -,- THE COURT: it wasn't the easiest decision. 
5 But like you say, that com.es with the territory. I 
6 ass tune y oi i are ordering a copy of it, so ' . : r -> 1 tho 
7 reporter. 
8 * r-ACE: This is Lorain speaking. I presume 
9 the others want copies. 
10 MR, NELSON: Letfs mail us all a copy. I 
11 would be happy to pay 
12 MR. MARSHALL: Steve Marshall here. That's 
1 3 t h e i .-''i in I"" 11.1 T" in e . 
14 THE COURT: Thatfs what I'll say to the 
15 rep or ter that, all three of you 'will split the cost. I 
16 that right? 
17 MR. NELSON: Okay. Thank you very much, your 
18 Honor. 
19 MR. PACE: Thank you, 
20 MR. MARSHALL: Thank you, Judge. 
21 (This concludes this Meborandum Decision.) 
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COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
I, SUZANNE WARNICK, RPR, CSR, do certify that 
I am a Registered Professional Reporter and Certified 
Shorthand Reporter and Notary Public in and for the 
State of Utah. 
That at the time and place of the proceedings 
in the foregoing matter, I appeared as the court 
reporter in the Third Judicial District Court, Honorable 
Judge Homer F. Wilkinson, and thereat reported in 
stenotype all of the proceedings had therein; 
That thereafter, my said shorthand notes of 
the Judge's Memorandum Decision were transcribed by 
computer into the foregoing pages; and that this 
constitutes a full, true and correct transcript of the 
same 
WITNESS MY HAND and official seal at Salt Laki 
City, Utah, this 12th day of September, 1989. 
~> 
Suzanne Warnick, RPR, CSR 
My commission expires 
1 April 1991. 
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~" THE THIRD .JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
TOOELE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
9 
ZIONS FIRST NATIONAL BANK and 
44 47 ASSOCIATES, a Utah General 
Partnership, by and through its 
General Partner, ROBERT D. KENT, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
OVERTHRUST OIL & GAS CORPORATION 
a Utah Corporation; BERTAGNOLE 
INVESTMENT COMPANY LIMITED 
PARTNERSHIP, a Utah Limited 
Partnership; FAUST LAND, INC., a 
Utah Corporation; JOSEPH L. PENTZ; 
CAPITOL THRIFT & LOAN; RICHARD A. 
CHRISTENSON, JOHN DOES 1 thru 100 
and any and all persons who may 
claim any right, title or interest 
in and to the property which is 
the subject of this action, 
Defendants, 
OVERTHRUST OIL & GAS CORPORATION 
a Utah Corporation, and FAUST 
LAND, a Utah Corporation, 
Cross Claim Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
CAPITOL THRIFT & LOAN, a Utah 
Corporation, and RICHARD A. 
CHRISTENSON, an individual, 
Cross Claim Defendants. 
JUDGMENT AND DECREE 
qF FORECLOSURE -. ,<*/ i 
ti 3/v ±% Vi> % % H 7y "''' 
d i v i l No. 88-087 
The above-referenced matter came on for trial before the 
Honorable Homer F. Wilkinson, Judge of the above-entitled Court, 
on Thursday, August 31, 1989. Plaintiffs were represented by their 
counsel, Bruce J. Nelson, Esq., of the law firm of Allen Nelson 
Hardy & Evans. Defendants Overthrust Oil & Gas Company and Faust 
Land, Inc., were represented by their counsel, Lorin N. Pace, Esq. 
Defendants Capitol Thrift & Loan and Richard Christensen were 
represented by their counsel, R. Stephen Marshall, Esq., of the 
law firm of VanCott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy. The Court, 
having listened to the evidence submitted at trial, having heard 
the testimony of witnesses and considered the exhibits offered into 
evidence, and the Court having considered the various stipulations 
of counsel, arguments presented at trial, and miscellaneous 
memoranda and briefs submitted concurrently therewith, and the 
Court having previously entered its Superseding Findings of Fact 
and Conclusions of Law and the Court being thereby fully advised 
in the premises, and good cause appearing: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, AJUDGED AND DECREED:: 
1. The real property located in Tooele County, Utah, more 
particularly described on the attached Exhibit lfAff, is security 
under a Trust Deed dated May 20, 1986, for an unpaid debt owed to 
the Plaintiffs in the amount of $1,157,115.50 as of August 31, 
1989, with interest accruing thereafter at the rate of 12% per 
annum, with a per diem of $380.42. Such amount consists of unpaid 
principal, accrued interest, an attorneys fee of $5,000.00, and a 
credit for payments applied to such loan in connection with a 
September 30, 1987, Settlement Agreement. 
2 
2. The foregoing described property, or such portion thereof 
as may be sufficient to pay the foregoing amounts and the accruing 
costs herein and expenses of sale, shall be sold at public auction 
by the Sheriff of Tooele County, State of Utah, in the manner 
prescribed by law for the foreclosure of mortgages. The Sheriff, 
out of the proceeds of such sale shall retain first his costs, 
disbursements, and commissions, and then p^y to Plaintiffs, or to 
their attorneys, the accrued and accruing I costs of this action, 
then the amount owing to Plaintiffs for principal, interest, and 
costs, or so much of such sums as such proceeds will pay, and the 
surplus, if any, shall be accounted for and paid over to the Clerk 
of this Court subject to this Court's further order. 
3. The interest of all Defendants ^re subordinate to the 
interest of the Plaintiffs in the property subject to the Trust 
Deed, 
4. All persons having an interest ih the subject premises 
shall have the right, upon producing Satisfactory proof of 
interest, to redeem the same within the titae provided by law for 
such redemption. From and after the expiration of the period of 
redemption as provided by law, all Defendants and each of them, and 
all persons claiming by, through, or undejr them, and any other 
person or entity, shall be forever barred | and foreclosed of all 
I 
right, title, interest, and estate in and to the subject premises 
and from and after the delivery of the Sheriff's Deed to the 
subject premises, the grantee named therein shall be given 
possession thereof. 
\J U U ~* -± <w 
5. No deficiency judgment shall be hereafter awarded 
inasmuch as the obligors on the note have beeen released from 
liability or were otherwise discharged in bankruptcy. 
6. Defendant Faust Land, Inc., as current owner of the 
property in Tooele, is entitled to possession of the subject 
premises and all rights pertaining thereto during the period of 
redemption as provided by law. 
7. The Crossclaims of Defendants Overthrust and Faust Land, 
Inc., are hereby dismissed with prejudice and on the merits as to 
Defendant Richard A. Christenson. 
8. As between Defendants Overthrust and Christenson, each 
party shall bear their own costs and fees herein. The issue of 
fees of Defendants Overthrust and Faust against Capitol Thrift & 
Loan under any subrogation claim is reserved for future 
determination by the Court. 
DATED this o day of March, 1990. 
BY THE COURT: 
omer F. Wilkinson 
District Court Judge 
v; U \J "jb '-± -*• 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
•i_v- J. ?Q>^J 
:uce J. Nelson, Esq. 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
£6rinl N. Pace, Esq. 
Attorney for Defendant Overthrust 
and Faust Land, Inc. 
R, StAphten Marshall, Esq. 
Attorney for Defendants 
Capitol Thrift & Loan and 
Richard A. Christenson 
\RDK\020A.mas 
EXHIBIT "A" 
PARCEL NO. 1: 
Northwest 1/4 of the Northeast 1/4, Northwest 1/4, Lots 2 and 3, 
Section 27, Township 4 South, Range 5 West, Salt Lake Meridian, 
containing 249,86 acres; 
The part of the Southeast 1/4 of Section 17, Township 4 South, 
Range 5 West, lying southerly of Division Line, containing 10 
acres; 
That part of Section 21, Township 4 South, Range 5 West, Salt Lake 
Meridian, lying southerly of Division Line, containing 480 acres; 
North 1/2 of the Northeast 1/4, Southeast 1/4 of the Northeast 1/4, 
Section 29, Township 4 South, Range 5 West, Salt Lake Meridian, 
containing 120 acres; 
That part of Section 22, Township 4 South, Range 5 West, lying 
southerly of Division Line, containing 619,16 acres. 
North 1/2 of the Northwest 1/4, Northwest 1/4 of the Northeast 1/4, 
Section 23, Township 4 South, Range 5 West, Salt Lake Meridian, 
containing 120 acres; 
That part of the South 1/2, Section 15, Township 4 South, Range 5 
West, Salt Lake Meridian, lying south of Division Line, containing 
58.8 0 acres; 
North 1/2, Section 28, Township 4 South, Range 5 West, Salt Lake 
Meridian, containing 320 acres. 
That part of the East 1/2, Section 20, Township 4 South, Range 5 
West, Salt Lake Meridian, lying southerly of Division Line, 
containing 310 acres. 
That part of the West 1/2 of the West 1/2, Section 14, Township 4 
South, Range 5 West, Salt Lake Meridian, lying southerly from 
Division Line, less 15 acres to Ana Conda containing 45 acres. 
Also that portion of the following described tracts lying Northerly 
from the Division Line particularly described as follows, and 
located in Township 4 South, Range 5 West, Salt Lake Meridian: 
Beginning at the highest ridge line of the West Boundary of the 
Southwest 1/4 of the Southeast 1/4, Section 17 and running in a 
Southeasterly direction along said ridge line to a peak 
approximately in the center of Northeast 1/4 Section 21 which peak 
is shown on a map prepared by the U.S. Department of the Interior 
Geological Survey, covering Stockton, Utah, as being 6543 feet high 
and running thence North 62°30f East 8976|feet, more or less, to 
a point on the East boundary of the West 1/2 of the West 1/2, 
Section 14 which final point is approximately on the East-West 
quarter section line. 
PARCEL NO. 2: 
North 1/2, Section 16, Township 4 South, I^ ange 5 West, Salt Lake 
Meridian, containing 320 acres. 
PARCEL NO. 3: 
South 1/2, Section 35, Township 6 South, I^ ange 5 West, Salt Lake 
Meridian, containing 320 acres. 
PARCEL NO. 4: 
East 1/2 of the West 1/2 of Section 15, ToWnship 8 South, Range 6 
West, Salt Lake Meridian, containing 160 ac^ res. 
PARCEL NO. 5: 
East 1/2 of the Southwest 1/4, Northwest 1/4, Section 21, Township 
8 South, Range 6 West, Salt Lake Meridian, I containing 20 acres. 
PARCEL NO. 6: 
East 1/2 of the East 1/2, Section 9, Towriship 8 South, Range 6 
West, Salt Lake Meridian, containing 160 acres. 
PARCEL NO. 7: 
East 1/2 of the West 1/2, Section 12, Towhship 8 South, Range 6 
West, Salt Lake Meridian, containing 160 acres. 
PARCEL NO. 8: 
North 1/2 of the Northwest 1/4 of the Southwest 1/4 of Section 8, 
Township 6 South, Range 5 West, Salt Lake Meridian, containing 2 0 
acres. 
PARCEL NO. 9: 
South 1/2, Section 36, Township 3 North, Rahge 11 West, Salt Lake 
Meridian, containing 32 0 acres. 
\RDK\041.mas 
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
TOOELE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 1 
ZIONS FIRST NATIONAL BANK and 
4447 ASSOCIATES, a Utah General 
Partnership, by and through its 
General Partner, ROBERT D. KENT, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs< 
OVERTHRUST OIL & GAS CORPORATION 
a Utah Corporation; BERTAGNOLE 
INVESTMENT COMPANY LIMITED 
PARTNERSHIP, a Utah Limited 
Partnership; FAUST LAND, INC., a 
Utah Corporation; JOSEPH L« PENTZ; 
CAPITOL THRIFT & LOAN; RICHARD A. 
CHRISTENSON, JOHN DOES 1 thru 100 
and any and all persons who may 
claim any right, title or interest 
in and to the property which is 
the subject of this action, 
Defendants, 
OVERTHRUST OIL & GAS CORPORATION 
a Utah Corporation, and FAUST 
LAND, a Utah Corporation, 
Cross Claim Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
CAPITOL THRIFT & loan, a Utah 
Corporation, and RICHARD A. 
CHRISTENSON, an individual, 
Cross Claim Defendants, 
SUPERSEDING 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
Civil No. 88-087 
The above-referenced matter came on for trial before the 
Honorable Homer F. Wilkinson, Judge of the above-entitled Court, 
on Thursday, August 31, 1989, Plaintiffs w^re represented by their 
counsel, Bruce J. Nelson, Esq., of the la^ firm of Allen Nelson 
Hardy & Evans. Defendants Overthrust Oil k Gas Company and Faust 
Land, Inc., were represented by their counslel, Lor in N. Pace, Esq. 
Defendants Capitol Thrift & Loan and Richard Christenson were 
represented by their counsel, R. Stephen Marshall, Esq., of the 
law firm of VanCott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy. The Court 
considered the evidence submitted at trial,! heard the testimony of 
witnesses, considered the exhibits ofpered into evidence, 
considered the various stipulations of qounsel, the arguments 
presented at trial, and miscellaneous memoranda and briefs 
submitted concurrently therewith. 
Subsequent to trial held on August 31, 1989, this Court made 
previous Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law which were 
executed by the Court on October 23, 1989 
and Conclusions of Law delayed for future determination the issue 
of the amount of "boot" to be credited to th^ Promissory Note which 
is the subject of this action. Pursuant jto hearing on Monday, 
November 13, 1989, the Court considered jsuch issue. At such 
Such Findings of Fact 
hearing, the Plaintiffs were represented by their counsel Bruce J. 
Nelson, Esq. Defendants Overthrust Oil ai|d Gas Corporation and 
Faust Land, Inc., were represented by their | counsel Lorin N. Pace, 
Esq. The Court made certain rulings following the conclusion of 
counsels1 argument at such hearing. Subsequently, counsel for the 
Plaintiff submitted proposed Supplemental |Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law to which objections were made by counsel for 
Defendants Overthrust and Faust Land, Inc. A hearing on such 
objections was held by the Court on February 8, 1990. Bruce J. 
Nelson, Esq., was present representing the Plaintiffs. Lorin N. 
Pace, Esq., was present representing Defendants Overthrust and 
Faust Land, Inc. R. Stephen Marshall, Esq., was present 
representing Crossclaim Defendants Capitol Thrift & Loan and 
Richard A. Christenson. At such hearing, the Court considered the 
written objections and arguments of counsel, and the Court, having 
reviewed the pleadings, documents, and exhibits on file herein, 
made certain rulings relating to amendment of the original Findings 
of Fact and Conclusions of Law, the proposed Supplemental Findings 
of Fact and Conclusions of Law, and the written objections thereto. 
Pursuant to such ruling, the Court now makes and enters the 
following Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law which are 
intended to supersede any previous Findings and Conclusions 
previously executed by the Court or submitted by the parties for 
consideration by the Court. 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. In early 1983, Zions First National Bank advanced the 
first of a series of large loans, principally arranged through 
Defendant Richard A. Christenson and affiliates of Bertagnole 
Properties, a Utah partnership. 
2. The first loan advanced by Plaintiff Zions First National 
Bank was made on March 13, 1983, in the amount of $3,015,000.00 to 
Defendant Bertagnole Investment Company Limited Partnership, 
Defendant Richard A. Christenson, an entity known as Franklin 
3 U U U ^ O 
Financial, and a Utah limited partnership known as Bertagnole 
Properties. 
3. The second loan advanced by Plaintiff Zions First 
i 
National Bank was made on June 8, 19^4, in the amount of 
$1,389,418.76 to Defendant Bertagnole Investment Company Limited 
Partnership, and a Utah limited partnershfLp known as Bertagnole 
Properties. 
4. A third loan, which is the subject of this action, was 
made by Plaintiff Zions First National Bank 
to Defendant Capitol Thrift & Loan Company in the amount of 
$1,000,000.00 (hereinafter "note"). Such 
prior loans to Defendant Capitol. Such loan was guaranteed by 
Defendant Richard A. Christenson. The 
secured by a Trust Deed dated May 26, 1986, 
acres of undeveloped real property located 
of Utah (hereinafter "Tooele Property"). 
on September 28, 1984, 
loan was a renewal of 
loan was subsequently 
on approximately 3,500 
in Tooele County, State 
The loan was further 
secured by an interest in property known as jthe Section 3 5 Property 
pledge of receivables 
Bruce L. Moesser and 
located in Summit County, and also by a 
formerly owed to Richard A. Christenson, 
Capitol Thrift & Loan Company (hereinafter "First Security Bank 
receivables")• 
5. Neither Overthrust nor Faust Landj, Inc., were makers on 
any of the notes to Plaintiff Zions. 
6. As the time of such pledge of property, principals of 
Defendant Bertagnole Investment Company Limited Partnership 
controlled approximately 8 0% of Defendant Overthrust Oil & Gas 
4 
Company Stock. Owners of Defendant Overthrust Oil & Gas Company 
were substantially similar to owners of Defendant Bertagnole 
Investment Company Limited Partnership and Bertagnole Properties, 
7. The Bertagnole partnerships and members of the Bertagnole 
family also held substantial interests in Defendant Capitol Thrift 
& Loan Company. 
8. Each of the three above-described loans subsequently 
became in default. 
9. 4447 Associates, a Utah partnership, has acquired a 
participation interest in and to Plaintiff Zions First National 
Bankfs interest to such three Promissory Notes. 
10. Subsequent to the execution of the above-described Trust 
Deed, Defendant Overthrust conveyed title to the Tooele Property 
to Defendant Faust Land, Inc. Defendant Faust is a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of Defendant Overthrust. 
11. Subsequent to the default on the Notes, Plaintiffs Zions 
First National Bank and 4447 Associates engaged in extended 
settlement negotiations with the obligors on such Notes. 
12. On September 30, 1987, following the settlement 
negotiations, the Plaintiffs and the obligors under the three 
Promissory Notes executed a. Settlement Agreement. Such Agreement 
was executed between the Plaintiffs, Bertagnole Investment Company 
Limited Partnership, Bertagnole Properties, several individuals 
from the Bertagnole family, Emanuel A. Floor, and Richard A. 
Christenson. The Settlement Agreement contemplated the foreclosure, 
of various parcels of property securing the three Notes, as well 
5 
as the payment of certain "boot" by the obligors under such Notes, 
all in exchange for a contemplated release of liability to the 
obligors on such Notes. 
13. Defendants Overthrust and Faust Land, Inc., were not 
parties to the September 30, 1987, Settlement Agreement. 
14. The following "boot" was given to Plaintiffs by one or 
more of the note obligors or guarantors at cj>r about the time of the 
September 30, 1987, Settlement Agreement: 
a. 10,000,000 shares of restricted stock in Defendant 
Overthrust Oil & Gas Company. The stock was subject to an 
option to repurchase for ten cents (lOC) per share before 
September 30, 1993; 
b. Release of a $40,000 Fir^t Trust Deed having 
priority to the interest of the Plaintiffs in Section 35 in 
Summit County; 
c. Certain property to be contributed by Richard A< 
Christenson, known as the Deer Hollow property, consisting of 
approximately 160 acres of undeveloped real property located 
in Morgan County, State of Utah; 
d. A two-thirds interest in 10 
located in Davis county, State of Utafcj, known as the Redwood 
Road Property; and 
e. Certain mineral rights associated with other Summit 
County property known as the North Park Property. 
No attempt was made in the September 30, 1987, Settlement Agreement 
to allocate the boot specifically to any ot the three delinauent 
acres of real property 
6 
notes, but was intermingled and credited to the total value of all 
three notes, 
15. George Woodhead served as President of Defendant 
Overthrust during the periods of time relevant to negotiations and 
execution of the Settlement Agreement. Mr. Woodhead was involved 
in the negotiations of the Agreement and had full knowledge of the 
terms and contents thereof. Mr. Woodhead also had knowledge of the 
implications which would follow the execution of the Settlement 
Agreement. 
16. Subsequent to the execution of the Settlement Agreement 
but prior to the scheduled foreclosure sales contemplated therein, 
it was determined by the parties to such Agreement that the Tooele 
County Property, which is the subject of this lawsuit, could not 
be foreclosed in the Bankruptcy Court as contemplated under the 
Settlement Agreement. 
17. After a discussion of options available to effectuate the 
intent of the Settlement Agreement without the contemplated 
bankruptcy sale of the Tooele County Property, George Woodhead, as 
President of Defendant Overthrust Oil & Gas Company, agreed to 
convey the Tooele County Property to the Plaintiffs pursuant to the 
Agreement. He agreed to get permission from the Board of Directors 
of Overthrust to convey the property. No deed was ever given. 
18. Mr. Woodhead subsequently suggested to counsel for the 
Plaintiffs that the Plaintiffs should file a friendly foreclosure 
suit with the intent being that Defendant Overthrust would not 
contest the suit. 
7 \J \J V 'jm *J ** 
settlement amounts and 
19. George Woodhead's actions, in indicating a deed would be 
executed or in suggesting a friendly foreclosure which would not 
be contested, were outside the authority whjich he had as president 
of the corporation and were not binding upoh Defendants Overthrust 
and Faust Land, Inc. 
20. The amount owing on the third Note referenced in 
paragraph 4 above, as of August 31, 1989, was the sum of 
$1,461,226.70, without deduction for boot 
unearned interest on amounts ruled by the ^ourt to have been paid 
on September 30, 1987. 
21. The fair market value of the Tooele Property, pursuant 
to testimony of George Woodhead, is $410,0p0.00 
22. Plaintiffs have filed a lawsuit 
Bank to seek collection of the First Security Bank receivables but 
have not collected any funds from such suit}. First Security Bank 
is contesting any liability in such action, 
23. The interest pledged to the Plaintiffs in the Section 35 
property had a value of $79,2 00,00 at the tilne of the September 30, 
1987, Settlement Agreement. 
24. The Shirley Thorpe Trust Deed on the Section 3 5 property, 
which Trust Deed was released at or aldout the time of the 
September 30, 1987, Agreement, had a value tjo Plaintiff's interest 
in the amount of $21,200.00. 
25. Based upon testimony received at trial, the Court finds 
the value of the mineral rights in Summit Cbunty to have been the 
against First Security 
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sum of $450,000.00, as of the date of the September 1987 Settlement 
Agreement. 
26. The Court finds the value of the Deer Hollow Property to 
have been the sum of $200,000.00 at or about the time of the 
September 30, 1987, Settlement Agreement. 
27. The Court finds the value of the Redwood Road Property 
to have been the sum of 155,000.00 at or about the time of the 
September 30, 1987, Settlement Agreement. 
28. Pursuant to testimony given at trial, the Court concludes 
that the value of the 10,000,000 shares of Overthrust Oil & Gas 
Company stock, as of the date of September 1987, was the sum of 
$250,000.00. 
29. Plaintiffs have been required to retain the services of 
legal counsel to foreclose the property which is the subject of 
this action. 
From the foregoing findings of fact, the Court now makes and 
enters the following: 
CONCLUSIONS OP LAW 
1. The September 30, 1987, Settlement Agreement was and is 
a valid and binding agreement* 
2. Failure of the Plaintiffs to be allowed to foreclose 
against the Tooele Property presently owned by Defendant Faust 
Land, Inc., would have constituted a failure of consideration of 
the September 30, 1987, Settlement Agreement. 
3- The Plaintiffs would be estopped from setting aside the 
September 30, 1987, Settlement Agreement based on the fact that 
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approximately two years have elapsed since its execution, and the 
val id agreement, have 
undertaken other action 
ity on the three loans 
Plaintiffs have elected to treat it as a 
filed the instant action of foreclosure and 
to collect receivables against First Security Bank, and have not 
given any notice to set aside such Agreement-
4. Under the terms of the Settlement Agreement of 
September 30, 1987, Defendants Capitol Thrift & Loan and Richard A, 
Christenson have been released from liabil|: 
of Zions First National Bank described in the above Findings of 
Fact in paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 thereof. 
5. George Woodhead, as President of? Defendant Overthrust, 
did not have authority to bind the Defendant Overthrust in 
connection with his agreements to convey title to the Tooele County 
Property to the Plaintiffs or to suggest an uncontested friendly 
foreclosure of such property- George Woodheadfs actions after the 
September 30, 1987, Settlement Agreement werje outside his authority 
as president of Overthrust and are not binding on the corporation. 
6. The Trust Deed on the Tooele County Property, dated 
May 20, 1986, and recorded in the office| of the Tooele County 
Recorder on May 21, 1986, is a valid aijid binding Trust Deed 
supported by adequate consideration of the September 28, 1984, loan 
by Plaintiff Zions First National Bank-
7. Defendant Overthrust received a beliefit from the granting 
of the Trust Deed by virtue of the fact that the Bertagnole 
Partnerships and family members owned a majjority of the stock of 
Defendant Overthrust-
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8. Defendant Overthrust was not an accommodation party in 
connection with the third loan of September 28,, 1984, as the term 
accommodation party is used in the statutes of the State of Utah. 
9. The Tooele property Trust Deed should be foreclosed in 
the same manner as a mortgage to satisfy the unpaid obligations of 
the September 28, 1984 loan. The interests in the Tooele Property 
of all Defendants are subordinate to the Trust Deed interest of 
the Plaintiffs, There should be no right to a deficiency judgment 
against the Defendants following foreclosure of the Trust Deed. 
10. The unpaid amount of the loan should be reduced by the 
value of the Section 35 property as set forth herein, the value of 
the Shirley Thorpe First Trust Deed on such property as set forth 
herein, as well as the value of any other "boot" received at the 
time of the Settlement Agreement. 
11. The combination of the value of the Section 3 5 property 
($79,2 00.00) and the value of the released Shirley Thorpe Trust 
Deed ($21,200.00), being a total of $100,400.00, should be credited 
directly to the amount owing on the Promissory Note. 
12. Inasmuch as the Settlement Agreement treated all "boot11 
received towards the three outstanding loans owed by people 
affiliated with the Bertagnole Family, it is impossible to 
determine with exactness what boot should be applied to which of 
the three loans. The Court determines that the parties must have 
intended a pro rata application of the boot. The obligation owing 
on the loan which is the subject of this lawsuit constituted 19.79% 
of the total obligation of all three loans. As a result, 19.79% 
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of the value of the remaining "boot" should also be applied to the 
amount owing on the Note which is the subject of this lawsuit* 
13. The value of the remaining "boot" is: 
a. Summit County water and 
mineral rights $ 450,000.00 
b. Deer Hollow Property 200,000.00 
c. Redwood Road Property 155,000.00 
d. Overthrust Stock 250,000.00 
TOTAL $1,055,000.00 
As a result, the sum of $208,784.50, constituting 19.79% of the 
above total, should be credited to the amount owing on the 
Promissory Note which is the subject of th:j.s action, 
14. In summary, the following amounts should be credited to 
the Promissory Note which is the subject of this action. 
a. Amount owing as of date of tjirial $1,461,000.00 
b. Less Section 3 5 and 
Shirley Thorpe credits f100,100.00] 
SUBTOTAL $1,360,900.00 
c. Less pro rata credit from 
remaining "boot" T208,784.50] 
TOTAL AMOUNT OWING 
(as of date of trial) $1,152,115.50 
15. Interest on the foregoing amount} should accrue at the 
judgment rate of 12% per annum from and after August 31, 198 9. 
16. In addition to the foregoing, th^ Plaintiffs should be 
required to give credit on the Note which is the subject of this 
action, any amounts received from the pending First Security Bank 
lawsuit. Plaintiffs should be required to pursue such lawsuit in 
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good faith and are entitled to pursue the same either through 
trial or settlement as they deem appropriate. 
17. Release of the obligors1 liability on the note did not 
satisfy the unpaid note, nor release the Trust Deed on the Tooele 
Property, because the September 30, 1987, Settlement Agreement 
clearly contemplated such result. 
18. The action of filing the lawsuit by Plaintiffs to 
liquidate the First Security receivables has not extinguished the 
amount owing on the note. 
19. Defendants Overthrust and Faust Land, Inc., have a right 
of subrogation against Capitol Thrift & Loan to the extent 
Defendant Overthrust has shown it would be damaged by the expected 
foreclosure as may be subsequently determined by the Court. 
Defendant Overthrust has no right of subrogation against Defendant 
Christenson. Defendant Overthrustfs Crossclaim against Defendant 
Christenson should be dismissed. After completion of the 
foreclosure, Defendants Overthrust and Faust may petition this 
Court for an additional hearing on damages. Such Defendants' 
claim for attorneys fees may be determined and considered at such 
later hearing. 
20. Bertagnole, Capitol Thrift & Loan, and Overthrust were 
all separate entities and were not agents of each other. 
21. The foreclosure of the Tooele Property should not be 
delayed pending a completion of the lawsuit against First Security 
Bank. 
22. This Court should enter a Decree of Foreclosure 
authorizing the Sheriff of Tooele County to proceed with a 
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Sheriff's Sale, in accordance with the law and practice of this 
Court and the statutes of the State of Utah, of the real property 
located in Tooele County which is the subject of this action. Any 
amount received at the sale, or the amount of any final credit bid 
by the Plaintiffs, should reduce the amount owing on the Note as 
set forth in paragraph 4 above. 
23. However, any monies received froiri the net receivables in 
the First Security Bank lawsuit (after crediting litigation costs, 
fees and expenses) should also be applied to any residual amount 
owing on the Note which is the subject of this action. In the 
event net receivables create a surplusi over and above any 
remaining amount owing on the Note, the ^ame shall be tendered 
into Court and any parties who may claim 
such surplus may seek appropriate legal relief to obtain any 
amounts to which they may be properly entitled. 
24. In addition to the amounts owing on the note as set 
forth above, Plaintiffs are entitled to an 
matter in the amount of $5,000.00. 
DATED this 3 ° day of March, 1990. 
BY THE COURT: 
an interest in and to 
attorneys fee in this 
Homer F. Wilkinson 
District; Court Judge 
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APPRC SD AS TO FORM: 
3. Su. 
Brtoce J. Nelson, Esq. 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
Lorin N. Pace, Esq. 
Attorney for Defendant Overthrust 
and Faust Land, Inc. 
irshall, Esq. 
Attorney for Defendants 
Capitol Thrift & Loan and 
Richard A. Christenson 
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